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CCMISH GIILlLIFILOWEmo

«
HE Cornish Gilliflower is an Apple not so gen-

erally found in good collections as many of

inferior quality. The best varieties should be

the most abundant ; but with Apples and Pears

this has hitherto been a mere matter of chance,

collections ha^•ing usually been made by persons

^ of little information, and generally from such

sorts as occur in the neighbourhood of the cultivator. Under

these circumstances, second-rate varieties may reasonably enough

be considered the best, by those who happen to be unacquainted

with better.

This Apple is said to have derived its name, Gillitiower, or

July-Hower, from its emitting a fragrance, when cut, resembling

the Carnation, for which, a hundred and fifty years ago, Gilli-

fiowcr was the common name. Sir Christopher Hawkins, Bart.,

in a communication to the Horticultural Society, (see Trans-

actions, vol. Q, p. 74,) stated that the original tree of the Corn-

ish Gillitiower was discovered about the year 1800, in a cottage
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garden near Truro, in Cornwall. Sir Christopher, for his

attentions in making kno^\’n so valuable an Apple, was awarded

the Society's silver medal. We learn from the Pomological

Magazine that it is in cultivation abroad, it having been recei-

ved by the Horticultural Society from the continent, under the

title of Calrille d’ Angleterre. It is, probably, the finest fla-

voured Apple known; its subacid sweet juice, and pleasant

aroma, combined with moderately firm yellowish flesh, make
it gratifying to all palates.

Our figure of it is from a middling-sized specimen. It some-

times is met with larger, and rather more fuiTowed and n irrower

about the eye. At gathering time, its colour is an uninviting

dull green, and bi’O'miish red on the exposed side, -with occa-

sional patches of nisset; but when at maturity, that is from

November to April, it assumes a rich yellow, mixed Arith a

bright red. The branches of the tree are slender and straggling,

but perfectly available, under proper training, for making a

handsome dwarf standard or espalier. It has the character of

a bad bearer, which, even if it he so, should not deter any

person from planting a tree or rivo, to obtain even a few of so

valuable an Apple; still, it does not seem that the character is

just, as will be hereafter seen.

As this tree differe in its manner of growth and bearing from

most others, it is requisite that the amateur Fruitist be in-

stmcted in its proper management, otherwise he Avill, year after

year, not only prune his tree but also his crop. Error in this

particular has been one reason why the Cornish Gilliflower has

been called a “shy” bearer. The specimen from which our

drawing was made, we were obligingly supplied with from the

fmit room of the Hon. R. H. Clive, M. P., at Hewell, with whom
this apple is high in favour. The trees also at Hewell, are

luxuriant and free from canker; and Mr. Markham, the inde-

fatigable gardener there, has favoured us with an account of his

mode of management of the Cornish Gilliflower, as a dwarf

standard, the principles being equidly applicable to tall stan-

dards in the orchard.

Mr. Markham obseiwes, “I give directions for the dwarf tree

because there is no garden so small but that one or more may
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be grown in it, and certainly nothing can be more beautiful,

whether in blossom or fruit, and few persons are at all aware

of the large quantity of fniit that small trees, judiciously man-
aged, will produce. I will commence with the young tree,

grafted, and show its management for two years, thereby gi^'ing

the tree its proper fonn; and then give a few hints for its sub-

sequent management, lily system will, I am aware, offer very

little that is new to the experienced gardener, but may be

interesting to the amateur. Choose clean young crah stocks,

of about a quarter of an inch in diameter, saddle graft these

early in March, about three or four inches from the ground.

As soon as the gi’afts have grown two or three inches, remove

the clay, slacken the bast mat, and tie the grafts to stakes, to

prevent the %vind from blowing them out. Nothing more is

requisite until the winter pmning. These grafts will generally

make from two to four shoots in the first season after grafting;

and these must be shoi-tened back, in winter, to within about

two inches of the original graft, which will enable them to make,

in the follo^ving season, eight shoots at the least, or perhaps

more—the more the better, so that they are well placed. Care

must now be taken, even in summer, to cut away all the ill

placed shoots; and in the following winter cut off the ends of

the whole to the same level as nearly as possible, which may
generally be at from four to five feet high

; this will enable the

tree to make shoots enough to form a perfect specimen of its

kind. This sort of Apple will, at this age, make a great num-
ber of long slender laterals which must not be taken off, as it

is the peculiar character of this tree to produce its frait at the

extremity of these long slender branches. After the tree has

obtained the required size, it will only be necessary to level the

top, in winter, except it grow too strong and does not bear. If

this happens, open a trench all round the stem, at the distance

from it of about three feet, and cut off a few roots with a knife

;

this will almost keep the tree stationary’ in size, likewise healthy

in appearance, and certainly a prolific bearer.”

The cultivator may reasonably enough make inquiiy respect-

ing the soil in which the trees above alluded to are growing.

We reply, that its quality is a sandy loam, two feet deep.
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enriched by the addition of leaf-mould. The subsoil is a strong

tenacious clay.

Mr. Rivers, who has the Cornish Gilliflower in cultivation in

his Nursery, at Sawbridgeworth, says, that it is an excellent

hearer ;
but he conceives it to be of the first importance that it be

grafted on the Paradise Stock, for garden culture. As respects

the operation itself of grafting, he adopts the common whip

grafting, as the most simple and never-failing.

Here we have the indisputable evidence of experienced cul-

tivators that, \rith proper management, this tree is a prolific

bearer, and very little doubt can remain but that the accusa-

tion of its being a “shy bearer” was first made, at least occa-

sioned, by an incompetent or unobseiwant pniner; who, regard-

less of the habit of the tree in bearing at the points of the

young shoots, shortened them all indiscriminately, as he would

those of such trees as bear chiefly on spurs. The e^•idence of

these practical men, who have so obligingly stated the results

of their practice, will, we are sure, rescue the Cornish Gilliflower

from the stigma of sterility.

The quality of this frait has been noticed; we may, however,

add that its flesh we esteem as of rather too firm a consistence

;

but its flavour, noririthstanding the variation of palates, will

generally be admitted as excelling all others. The late Thomas

Andrew Knight, Esq., to whose science and industry every

horticulturist owes an immeasurable debt of gratitude, says, in

allusion to the quality of the Cornish Gilliflower, “In my esti-

mation it is, and always was, without a rival in the climate of

England.”
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gathered the fniit, planted its seeds, and one tree grew from

them to perfection, continuing in the spot in which he sowed

it in the Eectorj' garden
;
where it now stands, a healthy hand-

some, far-spreading tree.

Old Mr. Dillistone never forgot his seedling tree, but often,

as it spread wide its branches, and flourished in the situation

which he had given to it, he would rfsit it with that paternal

regard, which none can comprehend that have not seen the

2irosperity of a son, or raised such a tree by their own indirf-

dual diligence.

Previous to his death, having seen its superiority, he raised

from it many dwarf standards, and lived to enjoy the fruits of

his labours
; but, say his sons, “He left it for us to reap the

greater haiwest from them
; for by planting the dwarfs in a

heavy clay, thinning and regulating the branches, and after-

wards by deep digging, and chopping olf the large roots, we
have, in the three last seasons, gathered with the assistance of

a six-feet ladder only, three hundred and twenty bushels of

fine fmit.” Their number of trees is about sixty, planted nine

feet a2)art, on each side of a four-feet walk ; some of them being

veiy small, from their having been the refuse of the nurseiy.

Mr. Piivers of Sawbridgeworth, was kind enough to first draw

our attention to this new variety, and in the present month
(Februaiy) to send us fruit of it, from which our drawing was

taken. Some Apples are nearly free from russet, whilst it is

scattered irregularly over others. Its stem is short and deeply

inserted ; its exposed side deeply coloured with dull red ; and

the form of the fruit is altogether handsome, as will be seen by

our engraving. Its flesh is greenish white, and crisp ; and to

the jileasant admixture of acid with an agreeable sweetness,

it owes its value as a Idtchen fniit. As a dessert Apple, how-

ever, some persons may think it too sharji— a quality which

others would highly esteem
;

for, even at the present season,

it possesses the brisk flavour of fniit fresh gathered from the

tree. Under all considerations, perhaps no Ajqile in cultivation

possesses so many good qualities.
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Monsieur Van Mons, of which

we now present a figure, in its mature state, is

known in England. It is enumerated

ia the Horticultural Society's Catalogue of Fniits,

of 184vi, but without description, the fniit not having at that

time been proved. It is a most valuable dessert Apple, from

Januaiy to May ; is about the size of the Nonpareil, but in

form more oval, with slightly discernable angles towards the

eye. The colour of the exposed side of the fmit is rich brown,

\rith orange yellow shining through it. The whole Apple is

partially covered with small specks, and occasionally well

sprinkled with msset. The eye is nearly closed by the

segments of the calyx, and sunk in a small round hollow'; and

the stalk rather short, and proceeding from a contracted cavity.
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Its flesh is yellow, tender, rich, sugary, and somewhat aroma-

tic; such as is pleasing, we may almost venture to say, to the

palate of every Apple eater.

The tree of the Eeinette Van Mens, is inclined to fonn a

close globular head, of moderately \-igorous growth; short

jointed; bearing on the spurs of the lateral shoots. Grafted

on Crab-stocks, it forms a fine fruitful standard ; and, on

Paradise-stocks, becomes a most prolific bearer, and is not

liable to canker.

For specimens of this Apple, and for much of the above

information, we are indebted to the Idndness of Mr. Thomas

Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth, to whom the variety was given by

the originator, M. Van Mons, of Louvain. Mr. Rivers men-

tions, that on presenting it, M. Van Mons observed, “Monsieur

Rivem, j'ou are very solicitious to have all my Pears, but you

never ask^for Apples; allow me to give you my Reinette, which

is one of the best Apples I know.” It has proved not only

one amongst the finest winter dessert Apples known, but

appears also to be well suited to our climate.
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^ names, such as deseiTe no enquiry
respecting their origin. It seems probable that
the ap2)ellation Glout Morceau was intended

— to mean a “sweet morsel but it is also
equally likely that the meaning of the word Glout may
have been misunderstood. In addition to this name, the Pear
which we now figure rejoices in a goodly number of synonyms.
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viz. — G loux Morceaux ; Beurre d’Hardenpont
;
Hardenpont

d’Hiver
; Colmar d’Hiver

;
Beurre d’Hiver Nouvelle ; Beurre

d'Aremberg, (of some); Got Luc de Cambron; Kronprinz Fer-

dinand
;

Beurre de Cambron
;

Kronjjrinz Ferdinand Van
Oestreich; Linden d’Automne; Roi de Wurtemberg.

This delicious Pear was introduced to England through the

garden of tlie Horticultural Society, where it was received in

IS“20, from M. Parmentier, of Enghien. In France it is a

favourite variety, where dwarf trees of it may be met with in

almost every gai-den, bearing abundance of fine fruit. In the

colder parts of England common standards seldom ripen their

fniit perfectly. It should not, however, be grafted on common
stocks, but on quince stocks, the method, as Mr. Rivers says,

which universally jirevails in France, in the cultivation of this

Pear ; and so treated, it not only ripens its frait well in any

soil and situation, but becomes a most prolific bearer, either as

an espalier, dwarf bush, or pyramidal tree.

Our drawing was made in March, when the fmit, in colour,

assumed a yellowish green ;
smooth, and bearing numerous

fine nissetty specks. The eye is deeply sunk in an irregular

hollow. Its stalk rather short and inclosed in a narrow oblique

cavity. Its flesh is exceedingly rich and sugary, and possesses

a most gratifying buttery smoothness ; still, in some soils, it

will acquire a little grittiness towards the core. The three

months of December, Januarv', and Februaiw, are those in

which it is in the highest perfection.

Our specimens were grown on a south wall, a situation of

which the variety is deserving; and here the fruit assumes

a somewhat different form from that grown on standards,

being more elongated towards the eye, and altogether less

round. Good Pears of this variety are always worth, in Lon-

don, from three to six shillings per dozen.

I

I

I
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F all the Pears we have hitherto met with the

Ne plus Meuris is the most unsatisfaetory for

delineation. We should not wonder if some of

our friends, however well-inclined they may be

to give us credit for pains-taking and general accuracy, exclaim

against our present figure. We are quite sure that Pears of

this variety will be grown under some circumstances exceed-

ingly dissimilar ; for we now, in April, at the time of making

our drawing, have specimens completely unlike each other,

although the produce of grafts taken from one stock. Some
are of more regular exterior, and conical—tapering towards

the stem ; whilst others are almost spherical, but completely

deformed by bumps and developements without order or beauty.
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Monsieur Meiu'is, whose name is connected with this Pear,

was a nurseryman of Brussels, and an autumn Pear was first

named Surpasse Meuris ; subsequently our present subject

obtained the name Ne plus Meuris. Both Pears are of Belgian

origin.

The dull yellowish colour of Ne plus Meuris, mottled as it

is, more or less ; with irregular nissetty and specked exterior, is

not much more attractive than the form of the Pear. Its

more important qualities are, how'ever, excellent; its yellowish

white flesh is luscious, smooth, and melting, possessing a little

quince-like aroma; though sometimes rather gritty towards

the core, attributable, perhaps, to want of moisture in the earth

during the growih of the fmit. It is, furthermore, valuable,

from its season of maturity, wiiich is from New-year’s day to

May-day, when but few' Pears can be obtained.

The Tree is of handsome, erect, and free growth ; and even

in unpropitious soils gives no indication of canker. It demands,

however, experience in its projier management, which we shall

explain. In the first place, it does not succeed when grafted

on the quince stock alone
;
and, if grafted on a pear stock, it

will grow from three to five years before a blossom bud will

be formed. The jiroper mode of proceeding with trees of Ne
plus Meuris is by double w'orking on the quince. That is, the

quince stock must be first grafted with a pear, and, in the

following year, the leading pear shoot should be grafted with

this variety, which will then succeed to admiration, by blos-

soming whilst young, and bearing very freely as a standard.

In the south of England it will bear larger fruit on a wall of

east, west, south-west, or north-west aspect, than on standards;

but in the north of England it should have a south wall to

mature its fmit in full perfection.
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’ T is (juite evident that the cultivation of fruits

as well as of flowers, is gi’eatly on the increase

in this country
; and when we consider that

the more free use of fruits and vegetables has

i,been esteemed for the last two or three centu-

iries, as a gradually operating antidote to some

of the most dire diseases to which the human frame is liable, as

leprosy, scrofula, &c., it becomes a gratifjdng labour to give en-

couragement to their cultivation, for their salutary as well as

their pleasurable attributes. Formerly all our best fniit ti'ees

were introduced from the continent, but of late years many
valuable varieties have been raised in England, and amongst

these may be reckoned the one we have now to describe—the

Scarlet Nonpareil.

The name Nonpareil, signifies wthout an equal
;
hence we

ti'ace the value attached to the Nonpareil Apple by its nomen-

clators. That variety of which we now give a figure, has
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SCARLET NONPAREIL.

iicquired the title of Scarlet Nonpareil, partly from its appear-

ance, and partly from its parentage. It is redder, larger, and

of a somewhat different shape from the old Nonpareil—an

Apple which, for two hundred years, has been held in the

highest esteem. The original tree of the Scarlet Nonpareil is

said to have been raised from a seed of the original Nonpareil,

in a garden at Esher, in Surrey, about the year 1780. The
superiority of the fmit having been discovered by the nursery-

men in the neighbourhood of London, the tree was purchased,

propagated from extensively, and the majority of table fruit

growers soon became acquainted with its merits.

Those persons who know the flavour of the old Nonpareil,

can at once recognise the similarity between it and the present

Apple. Cultivators too, will trace the resemblance of the trees

as respects their habit. The fmit is of very regular shape

;

the eye but little sunk ; the stalk variable in length ; the

colour, which prominently distinguishes it from the old Non-

pareil, is deep red on the exposed parts, mnning into a greenish

yellow on the shaded side, and specked all over wdth brown.

It is. also, rather larger than the parent Apple. Its flesh is

firm, crisp, juicy, and rich, but still devoid of a peculiar flavour

found in the old variety ;—one which is difficult to describe.

It is in perfection for the dessert, through the months of

December, January, and Febmaiy, in the latter of which our

drawing was made from a specimen of medium size. Rogers,

a really practical man, who published a useful book on Emits,

a few years ago, considered this to be one of the best Apples

raised from seed within the memory of man.

It is an excellent variety for garden culture, as a dwarf.

Grafted on the paradise stock it is hardy, a free bearer, and

may be kept to any size; in fact, as a pot plant if desired;

and a more interesting object could scarcely be imagined.

(f;, @



ITHERTO we have indulged in such Fruits as

^ usually appear in the dessert without the aid of
the cook or confectioner. The present Pear is
one of a different description—it must be cooked,

. Its veiT size alone indicates the necessity of car-
ving, and will not fail to remind us of well-fed matrons, whose
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assistance it claims before it can ever appear at table. A speci-

men was received by the London Horticultural Society, from

Jersey, which weighed forty-four ounces—a mass that no j)racti-

cal consuming Fruitist could attack without division. Our
drawing is half the size of the original.

Several varieties of Pear in this countiy have borne the name
of St. Germain, probably from the French town so called.

Dr. Uvcdale, by whose name the present one is distinguished,

is recorded by Miller to have cultivated a good collection of

exotic jdants, at Enfield, in 17^4, still but little is known of

him, excepting that his herbarium is preseiwed in the British

Museum. In the present day there are, we believe, two varie-

ties of Pear passing under the name of Uvedale's St. Germain
—the one being the original, the other a seedling of later date,

of which ours is a specimen, and is superior to the former.

It is the Belle de Jersey of the French; and other names also,

have been given to it, as Poire de Tonneau ; Pickering ; and
Warden. A curious corruption of, or sliding from, the

original name, is sometimes heard amongst country p(!ople ;

they give it the intelligible official title of “Serjeant Main.”

The tree is a vigorous grower, and must be grafted on a Pear
stock ; the Quince would not afibrd it nutrition sufficient to

yield its fruit in high perfection. It is sometimes cultivated

as an espalier, but it not only deserves wall-training, but by no
other method can such splendid fruit as the tree is capable of

bearing, be obtained. Fine highly-coloured specimens were
lately sent to the Horticultural Society; which, on inquiiT, we
find were grown at Horsham, on a south-west wall, in stiff loam
on a subsoil of clay. Here, we are told, it bears abundantly ;

and Pears of three pounds each are not uncommon.

Our drawing was made in the month of March, when the

ground colour of the Pear was yellowish green, specked all

over; and the sunned side assumed a rich red, running into

the ground colour in feint stripes, giving the whole a hand-

some appearance. Uncooked, the flavour of this Pear is harsh,

and its core more or less gritty. It is intrinsically a kitchen

Pear, and as such is one of the most valuable in cultivation.

It continues in perfection through the whole winter, till April

;

but it should be remembered that at this time of year it is

sometimes deceitful, showing a pleasing exterior, whilst at the

heart it is false. Gentle reader, as old authors were wont to

say, if any unamiable comparison between Pears and men force

itself athwart thy mind, entertain it not.
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AMEKICAE' EABT APPLE

^ Apples that grace the dessert, this is

confessedly the most beautiful ; and its tiny

dimensions rather increase than diminish its

attractions. It is not its glossy brilliant crimson

alone that induces the eye to rest on it with pleasure, but it is

the melting of this into ivoiy tints—sometimes as gradual as

day-break— sometimes with brighter abruptness, just as the

iTiddy cloud bounds the softened light of the setting sun. Resi-

dents of London, during the last winter, could but be stmck

with the appearance of this brilliant fruit decorating the win-

dows of the metropolitan fniiterers. In productive seasons,

like the last, it has been extensively imported into England

from America, although it is probable that England knew the

Lady Apple before it knew America— before Columbus had

looked on the waters of the Orinoco. It is, doubtless, of veiy

ancient origin, and is said to have been introduced to France

from the Peloponnesus. This may possibly be the original

Apple referred to in French dictionaries under the name Api,
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and described as a small delicate Apple, white and red. It also

bears the name Api rouge, and Etoilee.

In flavour the Lady Apple is less remarkable than for beauty.

It is sufficiently sweet, with very little acid; pleasant, but

devoid of any peculiar aroma. It keeps well till April, in

which month our drawing was made
; but it is desirable that

it should hang as long on the tree as the season will permit.

In the cultivation of this tree it should be grafted on a

Paradise stock, to be retained as a dwarf in the milder parts

of England; but in cold districts it would be advisable to give

it a place on a wall, inclining to the south, where its frait will

become finer and higher coloured. Although liable to canker,

it assumes a free growth, and sometimes its branches become

much crowded. Its shoots, after Midsummer, should be short-

ened about a third of their length, that the portion left may

be the better matured
;
and summer thinning also should be

attended to, this being preferable to learing the whole of the

reduction to be effected by \rinter pmning. When a tree is in

a growing state, if a branch be cut from it, a sui^plus of sap, it

may be presumed, will arise to be disposed of. It is time that

a reduced evajiorating surface of leaves, &c., will remain to

encourage the ascent of fluids
;
but still, the vessels of the

timnk and larger branches, in immediate connexion ivith the

portions cut out, will have attained a habit of transmitting a

certain amount of sap upwards, and the superabundance thus

to be disposed of, after pruning, will, whilst the tree, in sum-

mer, is in a growing state, be ultimately taken up by other

branches, much to their benefit. If the milking of a cow be

suddenly discontinued, the habit of secreting that fluid ivill

not as suddenly cease ;
but, ultimately, other vessels will be

more abundantly fed, and the consequence will be an im-

proved condition of the animal.
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E have met with so many Muscat impostors

—

Pears assuming the appearance of the Little

Muscat, without one of its valuable qualities,

excepting that of early ripening, that it may,
perhaps, be difficult to obtain the tine variety.

It is, however, we believe, quite certain, that

if the true variety, as a dessert Pear, are greatly

he soil on which it is grown. Our specimens
supplied to us by Mr. Mayfield, of Hagley, where
n a light and rather shallow soil, resting on a
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The following character of this Pear, given in Lindley's guide

to the Orchard, will assist in distinguishing it. Eye small,

\nth a reflexed calyx prominently placed on the summit. Skin

yellow, coloured with dull red on the side next the sun. Flesh

white, with a sugary musky perfume.” It should be added,

that it is juicy, and a little gritty
;
and is sprinkled over with

fine specks ; which, under the microscope, are seen to be pro-

duced by the bursting of a minute portion of the cuticle, dis-

closing a white powder, surrounded by a dull red halo, which,

on the exposed side, becomes confluent. The Pears are pro-

duced in bunches, and should bo gathered before they are com-

pletely ripe. Opinions will differ in some degree as to the

exact state of mellowness, wliich they should assume before

being eaten. Like most early fruit, they continue but a short

time in perfection.

If intended as an orchard tree, the Little Muscat should

be grafted on a Pear stock
; but for the garden, it should be

grafted on a quince stock. It may be kept to any size required;

the only secret being, that when by cutting back, for the pur-

pose of keeping the tree dwarf, it shoots too freely to be pro-

ductive, the soil should be removed, sometime in the winter,

from over its roots, and two or tliree of these be shortened to a

foot or two in length, according to the strength of the tree. By
this practice, and regard to spring frosts, it may be kept to the

size of a gooseberry tree, if it bo desired, and in a healthy state

of regular bearing.
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I
LTHOUGII the propagation of new varieties of

Plums has not been wholly neglected by the

more considerate portion of Horticulturists, and

some varieties of high value have been produced,

still, generally spealung, particularly in country

towns, a more wretched display then is usually seen of fruit

of this species can scarcely be imagined. Every body knows

the Green Gage, but its culture is much neglected ; and

indeed, as a stamlard, it is not very well suited to all situa-

tions. The Orleans is equally well-known, and in the estima-

tion of nine-tenths of the inhabitants of England is quite

perfection. Those persons, however, who are conversant Avith

the best varieties in cultivation, must at once pronounce it

to be a leathery, harsh, ordinary fririt, rrnfit for the dessert, and

possessing no superiority as a kitchen frorit.

The Cambrian Plum, which we now figure, is doubtless a

descendant of the Orleans, but in every respect its superior
;

it

is, however, but little known, except in the neighboitrhood of
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the parent tree. We first observ'ed it growing in one of the

best collections of choice fmits in this country,—that of Sir

Edward Walker, of Chester, who obligingly presented us, in

the last week of August, with the fruit from which our drawing

was made
;
pointing it out as a valuable variety—equalling or

excelling every other for kitchen purposes, and a dessert fruit

of fair quality. A month subsequently we received a specimen

of it, weighing nearly three ounces and a half, from Mr. Vick-

ars, nurseryman, of Denbigh, who has cultivated it extensively,

and introduced it to the notice of his customers. He has

informed us that the original tree is now growing at Denbigh,

about forty years old ; and the Plum, when its qualities were

first noticed, was called the Denbigh Seedling, but subsequent-

ly the Cambrian Plum. The tree is of very free and healthy

growth, bears abundantly as a standard, or trained on a wall

even of w'estern aspect.

Many strong healthy standards have been raised from suck-

ers of the original tree, but in general cultivation it should be

grafted on the Brussels stock. It must be remembered that

this tree is in its youth, in comparison with the venerable

Orleans ; consequently, under favourable circumstances, it

makes very strong healthy wood, and this luxuriance, if not

I checked, will sometimes interfere wdth its bearing ; therefore,

if this happen to be the case, it is only necessary to take it up

and replant it; or, if too large for this operation, to uncover

its roots and shorten two or three of the strongest of them,

and it will then become a most abundant bearer.

This Plum assumes a fine dark puiqilish red colour, covered

with a slight bloom, and finely specked all over. When it has

remained on the tree till in a very ripe state, it becomes of a

much darker colour. The Flesh is of a greenish amber tint;

sweet, tender, juicy, and agreeably flavoured ; adhering, or

jiartially adhering to the stone ; and when in perfection it

approaches nearer to the qualities of the Green Gage than any

purple Plum we have eaten.
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BEDFOltDSIIIRE FOUNDLING.

of fermented liquors, both vinous and acetic; in medicine, and

the arts ; in all these depailments the Apjde takes its allotted

place. If so multifarious he its uses, it may readily he supposed

that its qualities must he variable to meet these purposes; and

this necessarily introduces a distinct class of Apples, as in our

present article—one that is adapted, in a superior degree, to

culinary puiq)oses.

No one who has seen the Bedfordshire Foundling, Blenheim

Orange, Brabant Bellefleur, Alfriston, Kirke’s Lord Nelson,

and some others of similar e.xcellent quality and beauty, can

do otherwise than lament the almost universal cultivation of

inferior sorts for the use of the kitchen. Those for the manu-

facture of Cider, should he kept to their own use, since they

require to jiossess qualities different from the above. They
should he astringent, austere, and abundant hearers ;

the size

of the fmit, being, for such purpose, of secondary consideration;

which, as eveiy considerate housewife knows, is not the case

with the culinary Apple.

The Bedfordshire Foundling, sometimes called the Cam-
bridge Pijipin, is large and handsome ; is pale yellow green

when gathered, but assumes a yellower tint on ri2iening; and,

be it remembered, we always have our drawings made from the

ripened fruit, that of the present Aji])le having been made so

late as Ajjril. Its sunny side assumes a jiale orange colour,

and about the eye it has usually a slight sjirinkling of msset,

and a few sjiecks all over the fruit. Its ffesh is white, tender,

and moderately sweet; and it forms an excellent Ajqile for all

uses required by the cook from autumn till Ajnil.

The ti’ee is a vigorous grower, a good bearer, not liable to

become cankered, and succeeds equally well as a dwarf or

standard. Should it grow too freely, the cultivator has the

remedy at command—shortening its largest roots.
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that of besto\\'ing one. We have been seeking

infonnation in all parts of Great Britain res-

'l pecting new varieties of fruits, and have experi-

enced much pleasure from the unexpected favours conferred

on us. We now, as the next pleasure, look forward with the

hope of making it useful to others. In the west of Eng
land we have discovered newly-raised Apples ; in the north.

Pears and Strawberries; in Wales and Scotland, Plums ; in

the midland counties, new varieties of each of these, with the

addition of Gooseberries of peculiar quality, intermediate be-

tween our own and North American species, partaking of the

Black Cun'ant flavour. We were unprepared for so rich a

harvest of novelties.

One amongst these fmits is the delicious Pear figured above,

which was raised by John Williams, Esq., of Pitmaston, whose
exertions in this department of horticulture have, for many
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years, been carried on with the utmost zeal and success. He
has been not only the contemporary', but the intimate friend,

as well as fellow-worker, wth that most eminent of horticul-

turists and physiologists, the late president of the Horticultural

Society, Thomas Andrew Knight, Esq. ; who in the latter part

of his life, when risiting Pitmaston, used to say to Mr. Wil-

liams, “You have a better climate to work in than I have at

Downton. I hope you will continue your experiments
;
you

will be able to effect more than I have done. I give up the

Apple and Pear to you.”

This Pear is named Auch-Chisel, haring been propagated

from seeds of the Green Chisel, fertilized by the pollen of the

Poire d’Auch. The former Pear is chiefly valuable for its har-

diness, productiveness, and early ripening ; for other qualities

it is scarcely worth the trouble of cultivating. The Poire

d’Auch, on the contraiy, is sugary, melting, and high flavoured,

but later in ripening ; therefore the combination of the qual-

ities of the Green Chisel with the Poire d’Auch was the desider-

atum sought by Mr. Williams, and most successfully obtained.

In size and form this new variety is intermediate between
its parents ; its eye small and sunk in a deepish narrow hollow,

surrounded by slight irregular lobes ; the stem half to three-

quarters of an inch long, inserted in a cavity smaller than that

of the Poire d’Auch, and indeed sometimes obliterated on one
side, hereby making an approach to the Green Chisel, the

stem of which is inserted \rithout any cavity. It has the

smooth green exterior of its progenitors, and is closely speckled

with pale nrsset, which sometimes becomes confluent. Its

flesh is yellowish white, with a little grit, but crrsp, juicy, sug-

ary, and pleasantly flavoured, somewhat resembling the Jennet.

It ripens in September, and is a valuable early autumn Pear.

The tree is of free growth, perfectly healthy, and a great

bearer. It nearly resembles the Chisel in its upright growth

;

and, owing to the shortness of the foot-stalks of the fruit, and
consequent want of elasticity, it is very liable to be blown from
the tree in high winds. This is much prevented if the branches

be made pendent, which can be readily done, by cutting away
the upright leaders, and loading the ends of tlie young lateral

branches with clay balls. That little active garden robber, the

Tom-tit, has a great fancy for this fruit, just before it becomes
ripe

;
and, owing to its shoil foot-stalk, it soon falls to the

ground under the repeated attacks of its beak. The fruit is

larger when the tree is trained to a wall, but not so highly
flavoured as when it is grown on a standard.

cm



fuiK no trace of such variety
1'*'^*’*^ Europe, whence

su])posecl to have been derived.
Co.xe, whose work on the cultivation of Fniit
Trees, was j)uhlishcd at Philadelpliia, in 1 81

7

says, m reference to its name, that it was “so called from Mr!
beckle, of I Inladelphia, the proprietor of the original tree now
growing on his estate near that city. It is in the general
estnnation of amateurs of fine fruit, both natives and foremners
the ftnest Pear of tins or any other country. The flesh is
melting, juicy, and most e.xquisitely and delicately flavoured-
the tree singularly vigorous and beautiful, of great regularity
of growth, and ridmess of foliage, veiy hardy, and possessing
all the characteristics of a new variety.”

^

This author further states that Mr. Seckle had many fine
xaneties of Pears, and that the one under consideration was
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where the tree grew. As this work originated at the very

birth-place of the tree, we accept its authority for the spelling

of the name—Seckle, in preference to Seckel.

Soon after the above treatise was published, Dr. Hosack
sent trees of the Seckle Pear from America to the London
Horticultural Society. In his letter he quotes Coxe’s descrip-

tion, and observes “ I may add that the fruit is admitted by
all, to be one of the most exquisite and highly-flavoured we
2)ossess.” A corres2)ondent of Hovey’s American Gardeners’

Magazine, of 1835, states that he had seen the tree in excel-

lent health, and that it was then about fifty or sixty years old.

We may congratulate our friends of Philadeljdiia on theirs

being the birth-jdace of the finest flavoured Pear in cultivation,

unless we take an exce])tion in favour of one of its offspring,

which, ere long, we shall make known.

At an exhibition of the Cincinnati Horticultural Society,

large and beautiful Seckle Pears were exhibited, the produce
of a tree that had been grafted on an Ai)2de stock. We hope
that some of our ingenious friends will try the experiment of

grafting Pears on stocks of the Ajijile and Crab.

Our drawing was made in October, when this Pear was in

high 2>erfection. Its warm brown tint, deei)ening into bright

red on its sunned side, gives it an a})pearance superior to the

generality of late Pears. Its exterior, however, is of secondary

im2>ortance; since, as is justly observed in the Pomological

Magazine, “It is found to exceed in excellence of flavour the

very richest of our autumn Pears, ])ossessing a high vinous

aroma, which can scarcely be com])ared with any thing in

fruits, unless with a concentration of the taste jieculiar to the

Swan’s Egg.”

The tree is hardy, and, even in strong soils, bears well as a

standard, jjroducing its fruit in clusters, at the ends of the

branches. For the specimen from which our di-awing was
made we ai’e indebted to the kindness of the Hon. R. H. Clive,

in whose admirably conducted gardens at Hewell, under the

direction of Mr. Markham, the trees are trained to a w:dl of

eastern aspect, where they }:)roduce abundant crojjs of fine fr-uit.

From this as2>ect, in a locality rather unfavourable, it jiroves

melting and sugaiy, jiossessing all the superior qualities for

which it is famed ; where, on the same wall, it may be men-
tioned, the Glout Morceau, Beurre d’Ai'emberg, Duchesse
d’Angouleme, and even the Passe Colmar, ripen so imperfectly

as to be valueless.
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Much attention has, of late years, been paid to the culture

of the Gooseberry, and it has proved eminently successful in

the attainment of the single object pursued ; but we feel some
regret that this object has been unaccompanied by another of

primary importance. The prevailing desire has been to pro-

duce Gooseberries of large size— a quality which we consider

secondary to fine flavour. Although we would not discourage

the amateur cultivator from indulging in a favourite pursuit,

still we know no advantage attendant on a great Gooseberry,

if unaccompanied by high flavour. These two qualities are

somewhat incompatible. Extraordinary development in size is

usually, and particularly in the Gooseberiy, obtained at the

expense of a proportionate deterioration of flavour.

The last year (1845) it may truly be said, was unpropitious

for giving to fruits a superior flavour
; we must not, however,

conceal the fact, that out of nearly fifty of the first-rate Lanca-
shire varieties of Gooseberries, we could select but six of good
flavour, and two only that were first-rate.

Nearly all the superior varieties of hardy fmits ax'e cultivated

with the same facility as those which are common and compar-
atively w'orthless. We are, therefore, anxious that our readers

should obtain the best; and to such only shall we direct their

attention. The Green Gage Gooseberry, now under notice, is

of first-rate quality for the dessert. It was raised by John
Williams, Esq., of Pitmaston, being one amongst a few that

have been selected from many hundreds of seedling plants. It

has nothing either in size or appearance to distinguish it from
the common varieties of the same class

; but in sweetness and
flavour is incomparably superior. The tree is a spreading free

grow'er, and does not shed its fruit immediately on its becom-
ing fully ripe,— an objectionable property of some othenvise

useful sorts.

In obtaining young plants of this Gooseberry, a nurseiy-

man should be a2xplied to on whom dependance can be placed

for cori’ectness of the names of his fruits. We mention this,

because a round rough Gooseberry is often sold as this Green
Gage. Mr. Williams’s is smooth, or with only here and there

a hair. Its shape, leaf, and prickles, are correctly indicated

by our engraving.

The common cultivation of the Gooseberry is sufficiently

w'ell known ;
still, there are some points to which we shall

hereafter call attention.



WOOBVIILILE’S MATCHLESS,

HERE is no fmit with which we are acquainted,

that is applicable to so many useful pui-poses as

'^•w
Ajiple. It has commanded the attention of

Solomon, in holy writ, makes it

preeminent by comparison, “As the Apple-tree

among the trees of the wood, so is my beloved among the sons.

I sat down under his shadow with great delight, and his fmit

was sweet to my taste." (Song of Solomon, 2, 3.) So diver-

sified are the qualities of its numerous varieties, now in cul-

tivation, that some or other of them can be found to gratify

every palate. Whether-, in the dessert, we seek an Apple that

is sweet, sour, hard, soft, ci-isp, or aromatic, we need not be
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disappointed. In the kitchen, for tarts, sauces, jellies, mar-

malades, and a multitude of other preparations. Applies are

always in request. In agriculture, on a more extended scale,

for the production of a wholesome beverage, the cultivation of

the Apple assumes a more important feature
; and even in the

arts, it is valuable, its malic acid having been used to some

extent in dying.

The various purposes to which this valuable fruit is appli-

cable have directed attention to the cultivation of numerous

varieties, some of them having proved the best adapted to one

purpose, whilst others have been valued for their fitness for

other uses. Woodville’s Matchless, now figured, is, in some

districts, esteemed as a dessert Apple
; its flesh is sub-acid,

juicy, and agreeable, but it does not reach our estimate of a

first-rate fruit for the table ; it has, however, its merits, for it

keeps well—our drawing haring been made in April; and it is

generally useful in the kitchen, but is somewhat too mild for

all purposes. It never assumes a high colour on the exposed

side, but attains a softened tint of reddish brown on its ground

colour of greenish yellow, with a good sprinkling of fine russet

flakes and specks. It is not till late in the season that it loses

its more prominent green colour, and assumes the subdued

yellow of full ripeness.

For the specimen from which our drawing was made, we

are indebted to the obliging attention of Mr. Rivers, of Saw-

bridgeworth ;
who says, the tree is of free and healthy growth,

rather spreading, and a good bearer. For orchards it succeeds

well on the Crab-stock, and on Paradise-stocks for garden

dwarfs. Its strong constitution makes it prefei'able to some

superior varieties for planting in tenacious soils, where the

subsoil is of clay. We recommend it rather as a profitable

orchard Apple than for garden culture.
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NGLAXD acknowledges the Golden Pippin as

ancient inhabitants, and for several

ages past, this Apple has been a distinguished

favourite. Mr. Knight, the late president of the

Horticultural Society, believed, agreeably to his theoiy, that

the Golden Pippin had, from old age alone, fallen into a state

of decrepitude and decay, from which it never could be reco-

vered by being grafted on other stocks, however healthy these

may be. The graft, being merely an extension of the original

tree, would, more or less, paidake of its declining health. The
correctness of this theoiy of our great experimentalist, has been

doubted by many pomologists. Mr. Knight may not have

given sufficient latitude to the existence of some sorts of Apple;
but, that decay of many old sorts is every day obseiwahle, none
can dispute; and that many of the varieties which are now
called Old Golden Pippins, and pointed to as contradictory of

his theoiy, are seedlings of late date, we are fully convinced.

The excellence of the Golden Pippin, and the fear of alto-

gether losing it, has induced many to propagate from it by
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seeds; amongst these we have J. Williams, Esq. of Pitmaston,

to whom we are indebted for the present beautiful new variet)’,

raised from seed of the Golden Pippin, which had been ferti-

lized hj the pollen of the Siberian Crab. The fmit bears

ample evidence of its parentage ; and a more beautiful object

amongst trees, can scarcely be imagined, than this presents

when laden with fniit. Its branches partake much of the

character of the Siberian Crab-tree. They are long, slender,

and drooping; not much branched by lateral shoots; and their

effect may be conceived, when we state that these twiggj-

branches, two or three feet long, but little thicker than quills,

become densely crowded with bright yellow frait, forming

a brilliant exhibition of pendent golden wi-eaths.

The idea of using the Siberian Crab, as one of the parents

of new varieties of Apples, originated, we believe, with Mr.

Knight. He employed it chiefly on account of its hardihood

and productiveness, and the variety which we have figured

justifies his conclusions. The tree, at Pitmaston, which has

not yet been increased, is healthy, and exceedingly productive,

but affords not the anticipation of large growth.

The segments of the calyx of this Apple, are long ; and the

hollow, which the eye occupies, is somewhat furrowed. The
stem, long and thin; inserted in a narrow cavity. Its fine

yellow-coloured skin, bears here and there a little nissetty

freckling ; and on the exposed side, a few bright red specks.

Its flesh is bright yellow, crisp, juicy, sweet, and pleasantly

flavoured. It will require gathering in September, but an

inadvertency prevents our having proved how long it may be

kept; the drawing of it was, however, made in November.

Miniature trees of this Apple, laden with fiaiit, would prove

beautiful objects in a shnibheiy.
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exerted himself for a series of

years, in the promotion of any laudable object,^ whether successful or otherwise, deserves the

thanks of his country.

^ 2)i'opagator of Apple and Pear Trees, from

jji-: seeds, may be supposed to possess, not only

patience, but a desire to benefit posterity. Twelve or fourteen

years, cast a long shadow before them ; and when, after waiting

this length of time, the uncertain value of the substance is

considered, it must be confessed, that men deser\'e more than

praise, who originate new fniits. Apple trees rarely show the

real quality of their fmit, in less than fourteen years. All, how-

ever, who have the convenience of doing so, should raise seed-

ling trees ; for it is to these only that we can look with any

degree of confidence, for permanently furnishing our orchards,

and not to old and cankering varieties.

For the Coombe Abbey Nonpareil, we are indebted to Mr.

John Oliver, gardener at Coombe Abbey, the seat of the Rt.

lion, the Earl Craven ; a situation which, to the honour of the

employer and employed, Mr. Oliver has occupied for upwards

mm
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of forty years. He has been a most successful propagator of

Apples and Pears, taking the prizes for seedlings at all the

neighbouring exhibitions; and for the many excellent new

sorts, sent to the London Horticultural Society, he was elected

one of its corresponding members.

This Apple was raised, by him, from seeds of the Wykin
Pippin ;

and pai'takes much of the qualities of its parent, but

is a better keeper. The tree is of very free, and rather upright

growth ; a good bearer, perfectly healthy, never betraying the

slightest appearance of canker; it grows well too, in moist cold

ground, over a subsoil of clay, so that it will be suitable for

situations where tender varieties cannot be grown with certainty

of success. It has, hitherto, been grafted on Crab-stocks
; it

may however, wthout doubt, be grown on Paradise-stocks, for

dwarf trees ; and probably may not be deteriorated, but even

improved in quality.

It has been the practice of many pomologists, to take draw-

ings of their fruit when gathered from the tree. This is not

our practice. We consider the proper time to make a repre-

sentation of any fmit to be, when it is in perfection for use.

Of Apples and Pears, some of the handsomest and best, when
gathered, are most uninviting ; they offer as little pleasure to

the eye, as to the palate ; and are alike indebted to three or

four months’ storing, for their beauty of surface, and delicious-

ness of flavour. The drawing of the Coombe Abbey Nonpareil

was made in March ; the fruit may, however, be kept till May;

but not in full perfection for the table.

The appearance of this Apple is such as would, in the

estimation of an Apple fancier, promise good qualities. Its

yellowish ground colour, tinged with reddish brown on the

sunned side ; and a valuable sprinkling of russet, prevailing

more particularly near to the stem, combine to make it an

attractive Apple. Its flesh is white and crisp, having a well-

balanced mixture of sugar and acid, with much of the flavour

of the Old Nonpareil.



POIHE D'ATEJCIHro

twelfth subject of the Fruitist is the Auch-
Chisel, an intermediate variety of Pear, be-
t\yeen the Poire D’Auch and the Green Chisel.
We now figure the most important of its parents,
which has long been grown in good collections,

I scarcely heard of by the public,—by the thousands
t-e gardens in which it may be grown; and walls and
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The Poire D’Auch much resembles the Colmar, but is

superior to it for several reasons. Young trees come into

bearing sooner, and they bear more freely than the Colmar

;

the frait may be kept longer, and its flavour, in general, is

preferable. It is important that the one should be distin-

guished from the other; and it is stated in an early volume of

the London Horticultural Society’s Transactions, that “ Speci-

mens of the D’Auch and Colmar Pears were sent together

from the Royal Gardens at Kew, to illustrate the difference of

the two sorts. They have been supposed to be the same fmit,

' and (since the French writers do not mention the D’Auch

Pear) this opinion has been very prevalent; but the dilference

is sufficiently manifest. The D’Auch Pear ripens a fortnight

later than the other, it is more highly flavoured, and has

yellowish flesh; the Colmar being internally of a greenish

white. In the D’Auch Pears exhibited, the end next the

stalk was thick and flat, whilst that of the Colmar’s was

pointed ; but this external character is not constant, the two

1

kinds varying much in shape, and consequently in appearance,

I often resembling each other.” We may add to these dis-

tinctions, that the D’Auch Pear is proportionably wider near

the eye ;
and it may be necessary to mention that the flesh

certainly is a yellowish white, notwithstanding the assertion

to the contrary in Lindley’s Guide to the Orchard and Kitchen

Garden. On reference to the catalogue of the Horticultui'al

Society, we find that these two Pears are not distinguished, the

one from the other ; they certainly, however, possess differences

which are continued under cultivation in the same gardens ; but

the tnie Poire D’Auch is often misnamed Colmar.

The late Duke of Northumberland is said to have introduced

this Pear to England early in the present century. Our

drawing was made from the fruit in March, at which time it

was in perfection for the table. Its skin was smooth, of a

regularly green tint, and finely specked; flesh rather crisp

than butteiy, juicy, sweet, and fine flavoured. Our specimens

contained a little grit, in minute particles, but not such as to

produce the least unpleasantness in eating. We cannot recom-

mend this Pear to be grown otherwise than on a wall of good

aspect.
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ERVAISE COE, a market gardener, of Bury St.

Edmunds, has immortalized his name by raising

jj this Plum, which occurred about the year 1800.

It originated from a stone of the Green Gage;
-^-^CCT-v^ \vliiVli from the contiguity of the trees, may have

been fertilized by the White Magnum Bonum. Dr. Bindley,

in the Pomologia Britannica says “Of all the Plums of modern
origin, this and the Washington are not only by far the best,

but perhaps superior to any of the oldest varieties.” This is

high prais , but when all the qualities of the Golden Drop are

considered, is probably just. It keeps admirably; and any

reasonable time will not dissipate its delicious flavour It

may hang for a considerable time on the tree, after it is ripe,

which usually takes place at the end of September. After

being gathered, too, if suspended by the stalks, in a dry room,

it may very well be kept a month or two. It is none the worse
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for being a little shrivelled. In Lindley’s Guide, we are told

that by wrapping it in soft paper, and keeping it in a dry room,

it will keep, and be exceedingly good, at the end of twelve

months.

This is a very handsome fruit; its rich j’ellow, when quite

ripe, with numerous bright reddish spots on the exposed side,

distinguish it from all others in the dessert. Its flesh, which

is greenish yellow, is very sweet and delicious, and adheres to

the stone.

In favourable situations, in the southern half of England,

this Plum may ho cultivated as a standard, and its fruit will

not thereby be deteriorated in flavour, but will be less hand-

some than when grown on a wall. It, however, deserves a wall,

and in the southern parts of England an east or west one

should be chosen
; but in the north, a southern aspect will be

more favourable to its maturation of fine fruit.

It has been thought by some persons that limestone soils

are favourable to the fmitfulness of Plums, and consequently

to Ajiricots, which are usually grafted on Plum stocks. Ere

long we may hope to ascertain, with some degree of certainty,

what soils or manures are best adapted to the produce of each

of our useful fniits. The chemist can now determine, with

accuracy, what organic and inorganic matter is contained in

any vegetable production ;
consequently, what ingredients are

indispensable in the soil, for their growth. The operations of

agriculture and horticulture have hitherto been conducted, as

it were, in the dark ; but we seem now to have arrived at the

break of day, and it may not be too much to suppose, that

succeeding generations may so far discover the requirements of

the soil when employed in the production of any desired crop,

as to be able, subject, of course, to atmospheric irregularities,

to secure the certainty of abundant produce.
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PITMASTOH" CHAMFAG-K’E

’ VIDENCE exists in the whole economy of
nature tliat man was intended for action

; it

®^sts especially in himself, inasmuch as total
inaction soon produces uneasiness. Besides
ti^is, he has appetites to satisfy, which, more
or less, demand the employment of his ener-

The forais and qualities of matter de-
signed to be acted upon are infinite

; hence, labour and materials
for its employment, may be said to be without limit. The pro-
ducts of the vegetable world stand prominently amongst these
materials, and they seem to be infinitely improveable— an all-
Avise arrangement which, doubtless, is intended to encourage
and reward exertion.

°

In the cultivation of a plant, the cultivator is rewarded ac-
cording to the ability and attention which he brings to bear on
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the task ; but we are not to stop short at what may seem per-

fection in the mere growth, that is, the sowing and reaping, the
mere planting and gathering of vegetables ; for since they ai'e

every one capable of being improved, it is doubtless expected
that we should employ the talent given us in carrjdng out the
intentions of their Creator— of advancing each of them in the
scale of beings to which they belong. Apples have been raised,

by human agency, from Crabs ; Plums, from Sloes ; sweet
Cherries, from bitter ones

;
garden vegetables, from insignifi-

cant weeds; and agricultural seeds—even Wheat, which is but a
mere grass, we ourselves have proved to be subject, by hybiidi-

sation, to the same laws of change and improvement : indeed,

as we observed, change is infinite, and encouragement to well-

directed exertion, in behalf of these improvements, is offered

us at every step, by increased fertility, and an apparent advance
of nature. Still, we would not be supposed to advocate the

views of the author of the “Vestiges of Creation;” who sets

forth, that the j)resent perfection of this world, and its entire

contents, have arisen by successive degrees, from the operation

of natural laws, which now are, as they ever have been, in regu-

lar operation.

We have been led to these rellections by the subject before

us,—an improved valuable garden jiroduction, raised by John
Williams, Esq., of Pitmaston, between that variety of Goose-

beri’y known in our gardens as the Pied Champagne, and one
of the robust North American species, with strong double

spines, and small black astringent berries. The flowers of the

Champagne were fertilized with the pollen of the American
plant, the name of the species being now unknown, its cul-

tivation having been discontinued on account of the supe-

riority of its offspring. The produce of this cross, inherited

too much of the quality of the exotic plant, therefore seedlings,

without hybridisation, were subsequently raised from it ; and
amongst these, two or three possess valuable properties. That
which, by the obliging attentions of Mr. Williams, we now
publish, has the rich sweetness of the Champagne Gooseberry,

combined with a little of the Black-Currant-like aroma of the

North American parent. The chief peculiarities exhibited by
the bush, are its luxuriant spreading growth, as it promises to

become four times the size of a common Gooseberry-bush, and its

having very strong spines, some nearly an inch long. The fruit

is small, as we have shown, but very abundant ; and it ripens

and remains long on the trees in its mature state.
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OLDEN Pippin has, for ages past, been a

favouiite name, and is home by many seedling

Apples, which have very little affinity to the

oiiginal variety. The Taunton Golden Pippin

has more of its inward qualities, than outward resemblance,

and will not disgrace the name.

With the Taunton Golden Pippin we were favoured by the

Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, and Co. nurserymen, of Exeter, who
have grown it many years, but can give no account of its

origin. It is well known in most of the fruit-gi'owing districts

of Somersetshire and Devonshire ; and as it bears no other dis-

tinguishing name than that which we have given, it may be

presumed to have had its origin in one or other of the aforesaid

counties, in the neighbourhood of Taunton.

It does not generally occur that the Apple which is superior

for the dessert, is also good for the production of cider; indeed

the contrary is usually the fact, for the astringency which is
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unpalatable in dessert Apples is esteemed as veiy advantageous

in cider fruit. The Taunton Golden Pippin has, by many
fx'uit-growers in the West of England, been used for cider, and

is found to produce a liquor of firshrate quality. Although

its exterior has not brilliancy of colour, it has much general

warmth of tint, and its flesh is also yellow ; it therefore agrees

with Mr. Knight's theory, who observes, “When the rind and

pulp are green, the cider will be thin, weak, and colourless

;

and when these are deeply tinged with yellow, it will, however

manufactured, or in whatever soil it may have grown, almost

always possess colour, with either strength or richness. The
substances which constitute the strength and body in this

liquor, generally exist in the same proportion with the colour,

though there does not appear to be any necessary connection

between the tinging matter and the other component parts.”

Our drawing of the Taunton Golden Pippin was made in

January, at which time of the year it was in high perfection;

it proved of excellent quality, and kept till April. Its eye is

open, and sunk in a deep regular bason, veiy slightly marked

with plaits. Stem short, inserted in a narrow, not deep, de-

pression. Skin deep yellow, reddened on the sunned side, with

deeper-coloured irregular streaks, and marked all over with

slight russetty specks. Flesh yellow, firm, crisp, and smooth;

not very juicy, but sweet, brisk, and well-flavoui’ed.

The tree is of moderate grow'th, healthy, rather spreading, a

good bearer, and succeeds well as a dwarf or standard, in com-

mon soils. For standards, or six-feet dwarfs, it should be grafted

on crab stocks; but for miniature trees it must be put on para-

dise stocks; when, by root-pruning, it may be kept in full

bearing, at a miniature height even of two feet.
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HE systematic name, Fragaria, has for many
centuries—probably for centuries before the Chris-

CTjrI tian era, been applied by the Latins to this fruit.

Such appellation would, very naturally, suggest

itself as appropriate, from its unusually fine fragrance. All

the Strawberries known as Scarlets come under the deno-

mination of Fragaria Virginiana ; Virginia being the native

country of the first plants of Scarlet introduced to Eng-
land. So, also, is the Chili Strawberry called Fragaria

Chilensis, from the countiy in which it is indigenous. The
Pine Strawbei-ry, also, has, by botanists, been made a distinct

species, called Fragaria grandiflora. Mr. Knight, however,
considered these to be one species only, fi-om the possibility.
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indeed we may say facility, with which they may be mixed by
hybridization. Mr. Knight’s argument, we think, not quite

tenable, for the original species possess very distinct characters,

although, in our gardens, by the attentions that have been
bestowed on this most favourite fruit, specific distinction is

almost obliterated, and the Strawberry stands out as a promi-
nent indication of the power that the Divine Ruler of all his

operations has placed in the hands of the horticulturist.

Several years ago we were favoured with plants of the above

variety of Scarlet Strawberry, by its originator, the Rev. John
Austen, of Chevening Rectory, Kent ; and we have cultivated

it ever since, with continual success. It has constantly been
esteemed as the best amongst Scarlets ; being a most prolific

bearer, the fruit early in ripening, and possessing a peculiar

delicacy, both in the consistence of its flesh, and in flavour.

At the same time we should mention that judgment of its

comparative superiority is confined to its class—the Scarlets,

since it is neither so rich in sweetness or flavour as some of the

hybrid varieties combining qualities from the Hautboy or Pine.

Mr. Austen states, that it was raised from seeds of the Down-
ton Strawberry, and as it is not generally known, we have

sent plants to the Horticultural Society, that its members
may be readily supplied.

No Strawberry that we have cultivated increases so rapidly

as this. It has produced wdth us most abundant crops, even
when the plants have remained undisturbed for two or three

years; still, the most certain produce of the finest fmit, is

obtained by annual planting. But, when thus treated, instead

of planting, in anticipation of the roots remaining to increase

twenty-fold in size, the runners should be put in only four

inches apart, in the rows ; and the rows a foot asunder. Thus,

if narrow beds be formed, merely for three rows on each, and
planted not later than the end of July, on good, and well-dug,

soil ; in the following summer they will present a continuous

mass of flowers and fi-uit. The beds may be advantageously

made where early potatoes have been taken up ; and if in a

month after planting, their growth is not luxuriant, they should

be stimulated by a liberal soaking, once or twice, of water; to

eveiy gallon of which an ounce of guano should be added,

twenty-four hours before its use. Destroy ininners on young
beds.
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t
llE first account whicli we have of the above-

mentioned fmit, occurs in the second volume

of the Transactions of the Plorticultural Society,

communicated by Mr. Salisbuiy. It is there

,

stated, that John Ord, Esq., of Purser’s Green,

' near Fulham, about the year 1780, raised a

seedling tree from a Newtown Pippin, imported from America.

This tree becoming unhealthy, Mr. Ord’s sister-in-law raised a

seedling from its fruit, which we may say, in the phraseology

of biographers, is “the subject of our present memoir.” This

descendant of the far-famed Newtown Pippin, is not so pleas-

ing a fmit to the eye as its progenitor, but it inherits most of

its good qualities when judged of by the palate.

It has the eye sunk in a naiTow, moderately deep, basin,

which is formed within by iiTegular ribs or plaits. Its stalk
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ord’s apple.

long and thin. Colour, a yellowish green, with the exposed

side deepened to a reddish brown, and irregularly speckled,

and sometimes russetted near the stem. Flesh, greenish

white, tender, rather melting than crisp, juicy, with a well-

sweetened briskness ; and possessing a pleasant hut not prom-

inent perfume. Our drawing of Ord’s Apple was made in the

first week of June ; it was then perfectly sound, but its height

of perfection, with regard to flavour, will usually be found to

be from January to April.

In respect to culture, we are informed by Mr. Errington,

than whom no one is more able to direct, that the tree bears

well as a standard or esj^alier; hut, says he, “It well deserves

a w'all. An east or west gable w'ould suit it admirably. When
the tree becomes established, it may he well to insert grafts

upon it of the best Non2)areil, and this frait would be found

of a flavour superior to those grown on standards. Thus, two

excellent varieties w'ould he produced on the same tree—

a

pleasing convenience to amateur horticulturists. If such plan

be adopted, I would advise a platform to be made for the tree,

after the manner described in the Auctarium of the present

year.”

This tree is not very hardy, therefore, if grown as a standard,

it should occupy a favourable situation ; unless it be in the

West of England, particularly in Devonshire, where it will need

no such caution. This county possesses advantages for fniit

growing which every horticulturist would gladly jiossess.
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HE niinies of fmit are not always justified by its

; the Helices d’Plardenjiont is, however,

W^L a Pear which, to every palate, will be found, as

its name implies, delightful. Many Pears pos-

sessing the highest and richest flavour, have, also, peculiarities

of perfume, which, to some persons, are in the highest degree
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gi’ateful, but not so to all. This should be borne in mind, in

forming a judgment of flavour for the frait-eating world. The
Delices d’Hardenpont possesses a pleasant admixture of sweet-

ness and acidity, with a moderate perfume, which can scarcely

be otherwise than agreeable to eveiy palate that is not influ-

enced by extreme fastidiousness. The original tree was raised

at Mens, in France, by the late Counsellor Hardenpont, and

the variety was first received in this country by the London
Horticultural Society ; and cultivated, as a standard, in their

garden at Chiswick, where its fruit proved of first-rate quality.

When grafted on a Pear stock it is a healthy free grower,

producing strong short-jointed shoots, and it is also a good

bearer. In the vicinity of London, and in Kent, it is luxuiiant

and productive, as a standard ; but in more unfavourable cli-

mates, it may demand the assistance of a wall. At HeweLl,

the seat of the Hon. E. H. Clive, M.P., where the temperature

scarcely arrives at the average warmth of the midland counties,

it succeeds admirably, on walls ofsouthern exposure
;

its fruit is

there finely grown, ripens perfectly, and is held in high esteem,

even in a collection of first-rate varieties.

When fully ripe, as in October, in which month our drawing

was made, it assumes a rich yellow tint, is strongly specked,

and almost covered with a cinnamon-coloured nisset. Its flesh

is a yellowish white, juicy and melting, but mixed with a fine

grit. It is sweet, and possessing a pleasant slight astringency;

with a very agreeable but not powerful perfume.

Grafted on Quince stocks, and grown as dwarfs, in all the

moderately favourable districts of England, the Delices d'Har-

denpont will, doubtless, succeed perfectly.
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^ HIS Ajiple was introduced to the notice of

the London Horticultural Society, some years

“o®' ^>y Thomas Hunt, Esq., of Strat-

ford-on-Avon ; and on that occasion, Avas highly

p rai sed for its qualities, as a dessert fruit. It

was modelled in wax, by the Society, a copy of

which was presented to Mr. Hunt, and is now in the possession

of his son, W. 0. Hunt, Esq., Solicitor, who occupies, and atten-

tively cultivates, the garden, with its choice fruit trees, planted

by his father. The Apple which was sent to the Society was

thirteen inches in circumference, and weighed upwards of thir-

teen ounces. It was produced against a wall of southern

aspect, where the original tree now grows, in vigorous health.

To Mr. W. 0. Hunt we are indebted for specimens of this fine

fruit, which is certainly of first-rate quality. This gentleman

informs us, that it was propagated by his father, from a seed of
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the old Nonpareil, to which it bears some resemblance, but is

decidedly handsomer.

On referring to Lindley’s Guide to the Orchard, we find

“ Hunt's Nonpareil” mentioned as being synonymous with
“ Hunt’s Duke of Gloucester.” The “Royal Nonpareil,”—the

only Nonpareil of Mr. Hunt, and his “Duke of Gloucester,” are

distinct varieties, the latter being more ovate and russetty, and

a somewhat smaller Apple than the one we have now figured.

As we have been kindly favoured with fruit of each, we hope, at

some future time, to give further publicity to the “Duke,”—an

Apple for which the Horticultural Society awarded to Mr. Hunt
one of its medals.

The Royal Nonpareil is not brilliant in colour, but of regular

and handsome shape, somewhat flattened, and indistinctlylobed.

The eye is slightly depressed, rather open, the sepals being short.

The stem short, in a deepish narrow cavity. Its ground col-

our is a yellowish green, with russetty specks, and on some

parts the rasset is finely diffused, spreading in mossy veins
;
and

the exposed side tinted with soft brown. Its flesh is greenish

white, crisp, smooth, and juicy
;
possessing a most grateful and

refreshing mixture of sugar and acid, with a pleasant vinous

flavour. The admirers of the old Nonpareil will here find their

favourite e.xceeded in size and beauty, and equalled in its still

more valuable properties of consistence and flavour.

As faithful biographers, however, we must call especial notice

to the favourable circumstances under which this tree has lived

;

it has luxuriated on a wall of the best aspect, as previously

mentioned ; and Mr. Hunt informs us thft he is not aware of

its ever having been cultivated as a standard. Its growth is

exceedingly free and healthy
;

it is an excellent bearer ; and

scarcely can a doubt be entertained but that, as a standard or

garden dwarf, it would be quite successful.
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but its situation was required for other plants, therefore its

side shoots were gradually pruned away, leaving a leader to

take its course upwards. It soon reached the roof of the build-

ing, when lateral shoots were encouraged, and extended right

and left, on two-inch square poles, confined to the roof by
staples. Here, with a south-eastern exposure, it luxuriates,

and promises to be most prolific. VVe would particularly im-

press on the minds of our readers the advantage of economiz-
ing space. Who is there that does not possess a garden, a

wall, or a roof? that may be made to administer to his wants
or his pleasure ? Its aspect is unimportant, since the fmit
may be varied to suit the exposure.

The Louise bonne, of Jersey, cultivated by Mr. Rivers, is,

he says, the Louise bonne d’Avranches of the French, and
superior to that usually known by the name. Whether the

one figured be that alluded to, we cannot determine, it is, how-
ever, of excellent quality, and, doubtless, the one so called by
John de la Quintinie, director-general of the gardens of Louis
XIV, of France.

The Louise bonne, when well grown, is a handsome table

fmit, possessing more freshness of appeai’ance, from its red

and green tints, than the generality of Pears which are met
with in the dessert at the latter jiart of the year. Its eye and
stem, as shewn by the engraving, are in very shallow depres-

sions, and its form is altogether regular and even. Its surface

is perfectly smooth; and, when gathered, is clear green, well

coloured with brownish red on the exposed side, and finely

specked all over. When fully matured, its green tint becomes
much softened by yellow, and its flesh juicy, melting, sugary,

and of very pleasant flavour.

The tree succeeds perfectly as a standard, and is exceed-

ingly prolific. Grafted on Quince stocks, for dwarfs, it may
be kept to any size ;

and by those who possess but a flower

garden, may be planted in situations where, being kept sub-

servient to the general features of the paiterre, it would in-

crease its beauty and interest, and the ultimate gratification

afforded by its fruit we need not mention. It should be recol-

lected that by transplanting and root-pmning, on which subjects

we have already treated, and thereon shall still give further

instructions, these dwarf trees may be kept to any size required.

Cutting away the branches of a tree, to reduce its size, is but
a temporary mitigation of the effect, regardless of the cause.

The roots are the source of extension, these, therefore, demand
the first consideration.
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will be seen by our remarks on the two
varieties of Gooseberry already published, that

® ^f^^'ocates for the cultivation of “Great
Gooseberries,” irrespective of that quality which

everj' cosnumer will esteem as preferable to size,— that is,

flavour. It was mentioned in the article on the Pitmaston
Green Gage Gooseberry that half-a-dozen only of good flavour

were met with amongst fifty Lancashire prize varieties ; that

now published is one of them—the Duck-wing; and as we hap-

pen to have a similar variety in cultivation, which we have
always esteemed as of first-rate quality, we have thought it

desen ing of notice. It is not, however, so highly important

that we introduce any particular Gooseberry to notice, as that

we excite the attention of horticulturists to the fact that

most of the varieties which are held in esteem by “fanciers,”

maintain their popularity from the size alone of their fruit

;
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whilst, in regard to flavour, they are worthless. We never have
yet met with a very large Gooseberry possessing high flavour,

therefore it is a reasonable conclusion that these qualities are,

generally speaking, incompatible

On referring to Mr. Eivers’s Catalogue of Fruits, it will

be seen that the varieties which he cultivates for sale, are

arranged in two distinct classes ; these are, “Lancashire prize

sorts;” and “Old varieties, with small high-flavoured berries.”

This is but a correct distinction ; and, for the guidance of

those who may wish to extend their plantations, by the addition

of high-flavoured sorts, we will enumerate those contained

in the latter class.

Black Damson.
Champagne, Red, of unequalled richness
Champagne, White.
Champagne, Yellow, excellent,

Coe’s Late Red, very late and good
Early Green Hairy, or Green Gage,

early and good.
Early Red, Wilmot’s-
Golden Drop, the earliest.

Ironmonger.
Keen’s Seedling, good bearer, earlier

than Warrington.
Old Rough Red, excellentforpreserving.
Rumbullion, great bearer, much grown

for bottling*

Terry’s Late Red.
Warrington Red, one of the best late

varieties.

We should state, that the Green Gage here mentioned, is not

the Pitmaston Green Gage, our No. 14 ; this being smooth
instead of hairy.

It is, however, but fair towards those cultivators who delight

in “Thumpers,” that we should mention some of the varieties

which have of late produced the largest fruit. The following list,

with the weights respectively, of six of each colour of the most
successful prize berries appeared in the Gardeners’ Chronicle.

Red, dwts. grs.
,

36 16
Yellow. dwts. grs.

Wonderful,
Companion,

33 0
!

Catberina 4
28 Two to One, 0

18 1 35 16
12 1 21

28 0 16

Green.
16

1

White.
1 Freedom 27 8

7 24 0
23 6 23 14

Weathercock, 24 6
1

Cossack, 16
Peacock 15

1

Tally-ho, 14
Queen Victoria, 26 0 1 Miss Walton 24 19

The Loudon, mentioned above as weighing 36dwts. ICgrs.,

has proved a most successful prize berry. This specimen,

it is believed, was the largest ever produced.
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HIS Apple may indeed be called an Emperor.

Not one that we have hitherto met with can

equal it in all its characters. Its magnificent

size, its handsome shape and colouring, and its

qualities, both as a culinary and dessert fimit, combine to give

it superiority over, perhaps it may be timly said, every other

Aj^ple. We learn from the Transactions of the London Hor-

ticultural Society, that this Apple was, for the first time, pro-

minently brought under the notice of English cultivators in

1817 ;
when Messrs. Lee and Kennedy, of the Hammersmith
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Nursery, sent to the Society, magnificent specimens of the fruit,

which they had received from Riga; one of which, taken as a

fair sample, weighed nineteen ounces, and measured full six-

teen inches round its centre. The Apple is a native of the

southern provinces of Russia, whence it was transported to

Riga, where it obtained the name of the Alexander Apple, in

compliment to the Empei'or of Russia, to whom some of its

produce is said to be annually sent as a present.

For the specimen now figured (three- fourths of its natural

size) we are indebted to the kindness of a constant friend and

contributor, Thomas Blakeway, Esq., of Tenbury, whose zeal

in the encouragement of horticultural jiursuits is equalled only

by his benevolence and generosity. This variety flourishes in

the garden of one of his tenants, in a climate inferior to the

average of the midland counties ; therefore we may conclude,

as well from this instance, as from its native country, and a

knowledge of its general healthy growth, that it is perfectly

hardy, although not esteemed a prolific bearer. Rogers, in his

Fruit Cultivator, says it is less subject to suffer from American

blight than some other kinds, of less free growth.

The deeply-sunk eye is a strong feature in this Apjile; and

it has a still deeper cavity of the stem, reaching almost to the

core. Its colour, in October, when our drawing was made,

was a rich golden yellow, more or less beautifully coloured,

according to its exposure, whilst growing, by a fine crimson

speckling, and loose blotchy stripes. A little fine net-work of

nisset is often found about the eye. The flesh is yellowish

white, of a tender, smooth, consistence; juicy and sweet
; with

a rich, high, and somewhat pine-like flavour. Its size makes

it somewhat unsuitable for a dessert fruit, othenvise those who

prefer a rich tender Apple cannot have one superior to this

native of Russia. The tree is well suited for culture as a

dwarf or espalier.



HE old maxim, “Never too late to mend,” is,

doubtless, worthy of remembrance. Or, to the

same effect, we may adopt Trusler’s rhyme,

—

“ For thongh delay be dangerous ever,

1 Still it is better late than never."

Therefore, we correct the commonly received name “Beurre



beuere' de ears.

ranee,” wliich has hitherto been used for the excellent Pear now
figured. Intimation of this name being erroneous was trans-

mitted, several years ago, from Paris, by a correspondent of the

Gardeners’ Magazine, (vol. x. p. 157,) who mentions that the

Pear was originally brought from the commune de Pians, in

Hainault, therefore its name should be Beurre de Bans. The
word ranee, signifying rancid, or rank-tasted, could never, we

may reasonably enough suppose, have been adopted to dis-

tinguish a most delicious fruit. It was introduced to this

country in 1820, having, as was then represented, been raised

by the late Counsellor Hardenpont, who resided at Mons, the

capital of Hainault, which circumstance corroborates the above

statement of the Parisian correspondent.

It has been esteemed, on the continent, as the most valuable

of all late Pears ; and in this country also, it has proved one of

the hardiest and best-keeping varieties in cultivation ; the tree

bears, too, most abundantly, as a standard or dwarf, and the

fruit from these is sometimes superior to that grown on walls

;

but, unlike the majority of fine Belgian Pears, it has succeeded

better when grafted on the Pear stock than on the Quince, a

circumstance which should not be overlooked. The fruit atr

tains the finest quality when not permitted to become too ripe

before being gathered; and, although it may sometimes become

a little shrivelled, it should not be introduced to table before it

justifies the name Beurre, melting like butter; which will occur

at very different periods, some years in January, whilst in

others it will not arrive at its highest state of perfection till the

month of May, or even later.

Our drawing was made in March, when it had lost its strong

green colour, and become brownish, rather rough, and russety.

Its flesh is greenish, always juicy, somewhat gritty at the core,

but becomes melting, sugary, and deliciously rich in flavour.

A light and dry soil should be preferred for the tree ; and,

as it assumes a rather straggling and pendulous growth, Mr.

Errington’s mode of training, on horizontal rails, lately de-

scribed in No. 268 of this work, may be advantageously adopted

in its cultivation.



SPICY GLOBE APPLE

HEN we commenced the Fmitist, as an addi-

tion to the Botanic Garden, it was with the

desire of extending the cultivation of those val-

uable varieties of garden and orchard fmits,

which have hitherto been but little known, most

j . of them being confined to the London Horticul-

tural Society's gardens ;
whilst a small portion have been pos-

sessed by the nobility, and some of the respectable nurserymen.

We have long ago observed, and observed with regret, how very

little is known, through the country, of the superior new seed-

ling Apples and Pears, both foreign and British, and how well

satisfied fruit producers have been with those that they already

possess; this reminds us of Sterne's words “It is the fate of man-
kind, too often, to seem insensible of what they may enjoy at the

easiest rate.” We were not, however, wholly aware of the extent

of that field which we had opened for our labours,—of the many
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valuable new varieties which have been raised in various locali-

ties, and are unknown beyond its narrow boundaries. Although

our enquiries have extended over many parts of the kingdom,

still, it is certain that many excellent seedling Apple and Pear

trees exist where they have been raised, and are unknown
beyond the garden or farm which gave them life; we therefore

earnestly solicit eveiy one, in the name of patriotism and philan-

thropy, to inform us of the existence of any that are of superior

quality, and of local cultivation.

The Spicy Globe Apple isone of these local vaineties, unknown
to fame beyond the neighbourhood in which it originated,

—

Chaddesley Corbett, in the county of "Worcester. For our know-

ledge of it we are indebted to the obliging attentions of a gentle-

man residing in the immediate vicinity,—the Rev. J. Bi'ownlow,

of Haiwington, whose exertions, in collecting and distributing

the finest sorts, are operating very beneficially on those who
reside near him.

The Spicy Globe is handsome; it has a clear, yellow-green

skin ; is slightly specked, and on the exposed side, brightened by

an orange tint, specked and pencilled with deep red ; and a few

russetty lines and touches are generally found irregularly dis-

persed over its deeper coloured portions. Eye, small
; in a

narrow bason, lined with fine plaits ; the calyx short and con-

nivent. Stem, long, thin, and inserted in a narrow cavity.

Flesh yellowish-white, mild, and easily breaking
;

juicy, and

moderately sweet
;
possessing an exceedingly pleasant, spicy,

clove-lilie, fragrance.

The Apple ripens early, is equally suitable for the dessert,

or kitchen use ; and at the time our drawing was made, in

November, was in high perfection. The tree, although quite

free from canker, is of small growth, and well suited for dwarf

culture ; one of those varieties that may, even without the ap-

plication of peculiar treatment, be kept in efficient bearing at

three feet high.
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HE original variety of the Golden Pippin

has not imfrequently been referred to as

evidence against the theory of the late Pre-

sident of the Horticultural Society— T. A.

Knight, Esq. This distinguished physio-

logist maintained that the Apple tree had its

period of youth, before it became fruitful; its period of strength

and fertility; and that of old age and decrepitude. In his

“Treatise on the Culture of the Apple and Pear,” he says,

—

“Vegetable, however, like animal life, in individuals, appears

to have its limits fixed by nature, and immortality has alike

been denied to the oak and to the mushroom ; to the being of

a few days, and of as many centuries. The general law of

nature must be obeyed, and each must yield its place to a suc-

cessor. The art of the planter readily divides a single tree

into almost any number that he wishes ; but the character of

the new trees, thus raised, is very essentially different from that

of a young seedling plant; they possess a preternatural ma-

turity, and retain the habits and diseases of the tree of which

they naturally formed a part.” A graft may for awhile be

renovated by a young and healthy stock, but a few years exhibit,

in its expanded branches, all the afflictions of its aged parent.

T



WILLIAMS S GOLDEN PIPDIN.

Seecllitig Apple trees rarely produce fruit till they are from ten

to fifteen years old. They continue in strength and fertility

for at least sixty years ; after which, there is much reason to

believe, that a gradual decline takes place, not alone in the

original tree, but in all its offspring, however favourably they

may be wedded to stocks of genial growth.

INIany horticulturists believe the old Golden Pippin to be

still a healthy tree, but this is somewhat doubtful. The Gol-

den Pippins usually met with, are new varieties, of which there

are several. Our present Apple is one amongst them, and for

which we are indebted to J. Williams, Esq., of Pitmaston, who
in this country must rank, as an experimental horticulturist,

next to his late friend and coadjutor, Mr. Knight. Mr. Wil-

liams has, from many years’ observation, clearly distinguished

the old from all the new varieties. “The old Golden Pippin,”

says he, “has always a small pursed eye; there are, however,

many good Apples, called Golden Pippins, but the ej’e in them

is wide and open.” To this strongly marked distinction we
call the attention of every pomologist who contends for the

healthy existence of that Golden Pippin which was so highly

extolled by the early English writers on horticulture.

Ronalds observes that the fruit from old trees is firmer and

richer than from young ones. Golden Pippins were the pride

of May in former years, but now they decay earlier. Those

now met with are larger than that figured by Langley, a

hundred and twenty years ago. And again, the peculiarly fine

flavour of the old variety is not discoverable in the showy fruit

of the present day. These are so many reasons for believing

that an inferior variety was introduced at an early period,

—

perhaps a hundred years ago ; whilst the original is doubtless

more than two hundred years old.

The eye of Mr. Williams’s Golden Pippin is sunk in a bason

formed by gently-rising lobes ; but is neither small, nor pursed

up at its base. Its colour a rich yellow, sprinkled with russet.

Flesh j'ellow, smooth, crisp, veiy sweet, and pleasant flavoured,

but not so rich as the old variety. The tree, like its prototype,

is of rather small growth, and well suited for dwarf culture.

-O-



HE name, Colmar, was applied to a French

Pear, which Quintinye, the celebrated horticul-

turist, described in terms of praise more than

two hundred years ago. He designated it the

“Pear of Colmar,” it having, doubtless, been named after the

French town so called. Passe, is not given to signify that

the Pear, here figured, is superior in quality to the old Colmar;

but from its surpassing hardiness, and prolific habit, either

trained or otherwise. Like almost every superior fruit, it has

several other names, as Colmar Epineux, Colmar gris, Chap-

man's Pear, &c. The latter name was given it by a nursery-

man, in the neighbourhood of London, who obtained grafts of



PASSE -COLMAR.

it on its first introduction, and propagated it extensively and

profitably, the young trees meeting a ready sale at a guinea each.

It was raised in Flanders by Counsellor Hardenpont; and, in

form and llavour, much resembles the old Colmar. It is an

excellent bearer, even as a standard, by which mode of growth

fruit of fine quality may be obtained, but inferior in size to

that from wall trees. Where a wall, of any aspect from east to

south, is given to it, the fruit will attain the highest perfection.

From the statement of those who grow it in stiff cold soil, we
conclude that it is unfit for such situations

;
for it is said not

only to become gritty, but that it continues hard until decay

commences; or, in technical language, “never melts.” Its

wood is healthy and of very free growth, especially when grafted

on Pear stocks; on Quince stocks its growth, although restricted,

is still vigorous. The free and slender growth of its shoots, on

standards, render it indispensable that they should be short-

ened occasionally, to strengthen them, and keep the tree in

proper shape,— a part of an orchardists duty which is, very

often, sadly neglected. Nature, in many cases, will best per-

form her own work without an assistant ; but when, for our

gratification, we place trees or plants under the influence of

art, either by undue stimulants of climate, soil, or situation;

by the exposure to cold, for which their constitution is not

adapted ; or to moisture or drought, for which nature never

intended them, it becomes the duty of the cultivator to exercise

art as an antidote to such unnatural influences.

The eye of the Passe-Colmar is slightly sunk and open
; its

colour, when fit for table, yellowish and russety ; and those

parts of the fruit which happen to be fully exposed to the sun,

assume a tinge of dull red. Its flesh is yellowish, melting,

deliciously sw’eet and rich, and possessing what has been

thought to be a cinnamon flavour ; it is, however, difficult to

find any spicy fragrance which, it can be correctly said, con-

veys a tme notion of its flavour. December and January are

its months of perfection.



HIS may be called the IMethuselah of Apples.

Many leave their parent tree to be eaten in a

day ; others continue a week ; or it may be,

twenty or thirty weeks, which is a Ion" exist-

ence for an Apple
;
but the Easter Pippin,

properly kept, will remain sound and useful for a hundred

weeks, when three generations may appear at the table together.

Our drawing was made in June, from fruit of the previous

year's growth, obligingly sent us by J. Twamley, Esq., of War-

mck. At this period of its age, and for some time longer, it

varies but little from its appearance when gathered from the

tree, being green and uninviting. When, however, it becomes

twelve months old, it begins to assume a yellow colour; and
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ultimately loses all indication of green, continuing of a clear,

rather pale, uniform yellow, till its decay. In allusion to its

imperishable quality, it has sometimes been called Young’s

Long Keeping, and Ironstone Pippin ; and by Forsyth, French

Crab ; Easter Pippin is, however, the name adopted in the

Catalogue of Fruits, published by the Horticultural Society,

which it is desirable to follow. We may, by the way, recom-

mend this descriptive Catalogue to all who take an interest in

fruit culture.

The Easter Pippin cannot be said to be of first-rate quality,

either as a kitchen or a table finit ; but it is, notwithstanding,

good; and its longevity, if we may so call it, makes it valuable.

Its eye is small, and stem short ; its colour, when gathered, is

deep green, slightly tinged, on the exposed side, with brown,

and specked with white. Its flesh is hard, pale green at

first, but gradually becomes, like its exterior, yellow ; it is sub-

acid, and of not unpleasant flavour. It will be chiefly useful

as a culinary Apple, and this at all seasons of the year ; but,

although it will continue sound for two years, it must not be

expected that it will retain all its youthful briskness at so

great an age.

The Easter Pippin tree is said to have been imported from

the continent, more than sixty years ago, probably from France,

from the name French Crab having been given it. It is

very hardy, of free, rather pendent growth, and an abundant

bearer ; but wdiether it is suitable for dwarfing, on paradise

stocks, we have no information. It is a variety that should

have a place in every good orchard, that Apples may not be

wanting at any season of the year.



LTHOUGH the Bergamot Seckle is a Pear
•Vj^ of modern origin. it can boast a descent from

e«; the most ancient of the nobility amongst Pears

in Great Britain. It has been raised from the Seckle and

Gansells Bergamot. The Seckle, like the country whence
it has emanated, is comparatively young ; but Ganscdl's Ber-

gamot has for its parent our celebrated autumn Bergamot,

vulgarly called the Burgundy, or Burgamy. This latter Pear

is of very high antiquity, having even been, if we may believe

Switzer, introduced into England by Julius Caesar. Such is

the genealogy of our present subject ; its immediate produc-

tion, however, we owe to John 'Williams, Esq., of Pitmaston,

whose untiring zeal, in horticultural pursuits, rve have pre-

viously had occasion to mention. His attention to the im-
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Under No. 13 we published the Seckle Pear, to which the

present new variety, derived from it, is fully equal
; and by

those who are partial to a little of the musky flavour common

to some of the Flemish Pears, will be even preferred. The

peculiar perfume, as well as its more globular shape, has been

given to it by Gansell’s Bergamot, the pollen of which was

used for the fertilization of the flowers of the Seckle. Several

other admirable varieties have been raised by Mr. Williams,

from crosses between the Bergamot and other first-rate Pears,

which we hope, hereafter, through the liberality of their pro-

pagator, to make known to our readers.

In this variety we find the eye small, open; the calyx-lohes

nearly erect, sunk in a wider hasin than that of the Seckle,

and without its little prominent puckerings. Stem short,

and thick. Its external colour, when fit for table, early in

November, the time our drawing was made, is yellowish; the

exposed side a brownish red, less bright than the Seckle, and

its whole surface less smooth and clear; being finely speckled,

and sometimes having a little thin russet dispersed, in small

patches, over some parts. Flesh yellowish white, melting,

juicy, and sugary. The Seckle possesses the aroma of the

Swan Egg, highly concentrated, so does our present admirable

Pear, but varied by the addition of a little of the musky aroma

of Gansell’s Bergamot. It may be kept till it becomes a ball

of almost liquid nectar. The tree has hitherto been grown

only as a standard; against a wall, however, the fruit would,

doubtless, be larger, but whether its flavour would be improved

can only be ascertained by experience
; we believe it would

not.



ELMirO-E MCTABIHE

MONGST our cultivated fraits there are few

which more frequently produce disaiqioint-

ment to the cultivator than the Peach and
Nectarine. This arises, in most cases, from
one or both of two causes,— from the roots

'
being permitted to penetrate too deeply into

the soil, or from improper stocks having been used in the pro-

pagation of the trees. In many small nurseries much care-

lessness has existed in regard to this latter circumstance,
suckei-s of any species of Plum being considered applicable;
whereas, it is indispensable that the stock be suitable to the
variety of Peach or Nectarine it is to bear; hence, it becomes
important that purchasers of trees should apply to nurserymen
who can be depended upon, both for knowledge and principle.

Stocks raised from the kernels of the Peach, and budded, have



ELRUGE NECTARINE.

been found to pi'oduce fruit of finer quality, than that from

Plum stocks ; but as Peach stocks are somewhat tender, these

should not be adopted excepting in favourable situations, and

friable soil. Kegarding soil for the Nectarine tree, the depth

and mode of planting it, and other treatment connected with

this important department of the horticulturist’s duties, the

reader should consult the Auctarium, where directions have

been given with the greatest care, for the guidance both of the

practised and unpractised fruit grower. Feeling the impor-

tance of the subjects just referred to, we have ventured to make
these few precautionary observations before entering on the

description of our first Nectarine.

The Peach and Nectarine are but varieties of the same fniit,

and instances have occurred of the production of both on one

tree. The late T. A. Knight seems furthermore to have sus-

pected that they are even hut the improved progeny of the

common Almond. The Elinige, is said to take its name from

that of a nurseryman, named “Gurle,” by a transposition of

the letters, or anagram, as such transposition is called. It is

one of the most generally cultivated and best varieties, all cir-

circumstances considered, that we know; but it is not the one

described by Miller under the same name, nor is it certain that

Miller’s Elnige is in existence. According to the Horticul-

tural Society’s Catalogue, it hears several names, as the Clare-

mont, Oatlands, Spring Grove, Temple’s, and Anderson’s.

It greatly resembles the Violette Hative, but is easily distin-

guished from it, not having, as that fniit has, a red stone. The

absence, presence, or shape, of the little glands at the base of

the leaves, forms sometimes a good distinctive character; here

they are present, and are kidney-shaped.

This delicious fruit has a fine deep blood colour on its sun-

ned side, and is minutely specked with hrown ; its flesh is rich

and melting, and parts easily from the stone.

The Elruge Nectarine is more hardy than most others, which

is one reason for its being so generally chosen for cultivation

;

it is also a good bearer, and of free growth.



WIE’TEK ITEILIS

ERY justly has it been stated by Mr. Tbomp-

superintendent of the frait department in

the London Horticultural Society's Garden,

that “Amongst the numerous varieties of Pears,

accounted first-rate, by the generality of connoisseurs, there

are hut few with regard to the quality of which some do not

express a different opinion. But there appears to he only one

opinion respecting the Winter Nelis ; for, however frequently

its qualites may have been the subject of remark, the con-

clusions of all that I have heard, have been invariably to the

same effect ;
that of attributing a superior degree of excellence



WINTER NELIS.

to the vaiiety.” A variation of opinion can scarcely exist. Its

nicely-balanced admixture of sugar, acid, and aroma; together

with a consistence so juicy, tender, and melting, when kept till

fully matured, are qualities that admit of no variation of opinion.

The Winter Nelis was raised at Mechlin, about the year

1800, by M. Nelis, whose name it bears. The London Horti-

cultural Society first introduced it to this country, from the

continent, under different appellations, as La Bonne Malinoise,

Bonne de Malines, and Nelis d’Hiver ; its name is now, how-
ever, established, and no fear need be entertained of mistakes

arising from its former titles.

This admirable Pear was prominently introduced to our
notice by Mr. Errington, of Oulton Park Gardens ; who cul-

tivates it with his usual success, both on walls and espaliers;

but on espaliei’s he finds it vary in size, in proportion to the

warmth of the season; its quality, however, being ever excellent.

The specimen from which our drawing was made, grew on a

wall of west aspect, and is of full size ; those fi’om espaliers or

standards are not only smaller, but rounder, and not so regular

and handsome in shape. This distinction will generally be

found between Pears from walls and those from standards

;

the increased advantages of the former having generally the

effect of elongating the fruit.

Our drawing was made in January, but it is not in every

year that the Winter Nelis can be kept to so late a period

;

from the latter part of November, for a month, it will gener-

ally be in eating
; but soil, as well as season, has its influence

on the duration of fruit.

The eye of this Pear rests in a slight hollow ; the stem in a

narrow rather deep one. When gathered, its appearance would
not occasion its being coveted ; its dull green patches, and cold-

looking russet, seem to give intimation of more sour than sweet

within. When ripe, the fruit from a wall will have changed to

a warm yellow, where uncovered by its then rich brown nisset

;

but that from standards will sometimes continue of a very dif-

ferent and rather uninviting tint. Its flesh we have already

said is such as can but be desired. We would advise that the

tree have a place on a wall of any aspect from east to west.

Excepting in the northern districts of our island, a full southern

aspect should not be preferred. The tree is not of very hardy
character, therefore should only be planted as a standard or

espalier, in favourable situations.



WOOBSMIILL AFPJLE

(
' HE experienced pomologist will, it is hoped,

satisfactory information regarding

/M mi many varieties of fruit, of established merit,

which he may be but partially ac-

quainted ; and also descriptions of many
of those which may never have previously

come under his observation. There is, however, another section

of our labour which may prove of much general importance :

it is the searching for, and making public, those varieties of

fruit—of Apples and Pears more especially, which have hitherto

been confined to the localities in which they originated. Pre-

viously to having opened a correspondence on the subject, with

practical men, in every part of the kingdom, we confess to hav-

ing been wholly unaware of the great number of these which exist

in our island. The Horticultural Society of London has done

much towards the discovery of, and making known, many of
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them ; still, however, much remains to be perfonned ; and, as

year after year gives rise to fresh objects of pursuit, constant

attention becomes necessary for the spread of information on
this useful subject.

The Apple we now publish is one of local occuirence ; and,

in its native district, is esteemed as indispensable to every

orchard or garden. Its name is simply that of the orchard, in

the parish of Bromsgrove, in which the original tree grew, and
where it became noted for its excellent fmit. Everj'where,

within the circuit of seven miles of this place, it is cultivated

abundantly, and is the Apple on which the cottager depends
for the supply of his family, and also for profit by the sale of

his surplus. It has the character of bearing profusely every

alternate year, which, in some degree, is correct. This may
sometimes occur from exhaustion, through excess ofproduction

;

but we have observed another cause as tending to this effect.

Its bearing spurs are exceedingly tender, and in the usual care-

less method of gathering fruit, nearly every spur that happens
to have an Apple attached to it is broken off, and two years are

subsequently necessary to repair the injury.

This Apple is well suited for cultivation by those orchardists

who send their fruit to market; its size, coloui’, and quality,

making it particularly saleable. Its eye is narrow, with the

segments of the calyx rather long and narrow, seated in a

somewhat lobed and puckered shallowish basin. Its skin pale

yellow, the exposed side bright red, shaded into the paler col-

our by short broken irregular pencillings. The whole Apple,

especially about the eye and stem, is partially overspread by a

thin scattered russet, of which unpropitious seasons increase

the quantity. Flesh white, tender, juicy, sweet, and pleasantly

flavoured.

For culinaiy purposes this Apple is much esteemed, and in

the dessert it finds admirers amongst those who prefer a mild

sweet fiaiit.

The tree is well suited for orchard standards, its growth

being kind and free. Its branches become low and spreading,

unless, whilst the head of the tree is being formed, they are

strengthened by the shoots being shortened every autumn,
about one half of the preceding season's growth. By attention

to this, and proper thinning of the interior branches, handsome
highly-productive trees will be formed. The Woodshill would
doubtless succeed well as a dwarf, on paradise stocks, but we
have not seen it so treated.



FLABBURY BEAM,

ERE we have another of those locally-known
productions, heard of only in the vicinity of their

origin, although deserving of cultivation by every
one who wishes to possess a fruit of good and

'I distinct character. That there is jileasure de-
rivable from the possession of such among hardy fmits as are
excellent and profitable, none can deny

; but we are not sure
that the same zeal and caution is exerted in their attainment,
as we find practised in the selection of other objects when first-

rate quality is desired. He who has added to his orchard has,
too generally, contented himself with the common-place produc-
tions of his immediate vicinity

; knowledge of others, indeed.



FLADBUKY PEAE.
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has hitherto been scarcely open to him. This is no longer the

case ; and the fruit garden and orchard are consequently rising

in the estimation of all rational cultivators. Credible writers

on the usages of the ancients induce a belief that, in ages past,

horticulture shared much of the personal attention of the great

and the mighty. Francis Austen, who wrote nearly two hun-
dred years ago, says “They accompt this course of life free from
many mischeifes, and vexations, that necessarily attend other

affaires
:
great and many cares and troubles are found in hon-

ours, and high places, but this course of life, about Orchards
and Gardens, is full of sweet rest, honest businesse, and mo-
dest pleasures, which many famous and learned men have had
recourse unto, for refreshment after study and other labours :

It is full of honest profit and gaine, and brings and adminis-

ters all necessaries, here a man enjoyes pleasant quietnesse and
tranquility of minde, which is seldome attained hy those that

follow state employments : This is worthy the exercise of wise

men, of good men, of learned men, of Kings and Emperours

;

they have taken great delight in the study and practice of these

things : This course of life is farre off from covetousnesse, and
even tyed and married to all offices of love and friendship.”

For a knowledge of the Fladbury Pear we are indebted to

our excellent pomological friend, John Williams, Esq., of Pit-

maston. He has cultivated it for several years, having first re-

ceived grafts of it from a friend near Fladbury, Woi’cestershire,

with information of its having been raised by a cottager in that

parish, from seeds of the Swan’s Egg.

Our drawing of it, and also the following notes, wei'e taken

in December, when it was in perfection for the table. Eye
resting on a narrow scarcely depressed table ;

sepals hard and
spreading. Stalk an inch long, inserted without any cavity.

Colour a greenish yellow, and on the exposed side tinged with

red, sometimes assuming soft broken strijies; the whole surface

finely specked with brownish green, having occasional patches

of pale russet. Flesh tender, juicy, and sweet, somewhat gritty

in the centre ; slightly sub-acid, mingled with a mild astrin-

gency, peculiar to itself, and highly grateful to most palates.

The tree is of free healthy growth; and an abundant bearer,

as a standard— the only mode of growth to which it ever has

been submitted.



BWARF FJSOILIFIC JTBT,

f
MOXGST tlie fraits which are usually cul-

tivated in our gardens, there is not one that

is so generally neglected as the Filbert, and

ys other varieties of the Nut. We are, perhaps,

^ in error in naming these as cultivated, for

cultivation they rai’ely receive. Filbert bushes

generally take care of themselves ; they continue unpruned

and untrained ; and, consequently, unfraitful
; whilst their

owner goes to market, and buys the produce of the foreign or

Kentish grower, who pays them the attention they deserve,

and duly reaps the fruit of his labour.

Filberts, Cob Nuts, Barcelonas, and others, are evidently but

varieties of the wild Hazel Nut. If seedling plants be raised

from any of these, the fruit of such seedlings will vary consi-

derably ; and although some may prove of quality equal to the

parent, and some excel it, still there will be found, in the

aggregate, a tendency towards its original or wild character.



DWARF PROLIFIC NUT.

The county of Kent has long been distinguished for its pro-

duce of Filberts, where several hundred acres of land are occu-

pied in their culture, and very few of any other varieties of the

Nut have been produced, either there or elsewhere in England,

as an article of commerce. Its thinness of shell, and sweetness

of flavour, are not excelled by any ;
but the Dwarf Prolific Nut

is a more abundant bearer ; its dwarf habit better suits it for

small gardens, and its fruit is scarcely, if at all, inferior to the

Filbert. Small, compact standard bushes, of the size of goose-

berry bushes, abundantly laden with fruit, become objects of

interest ; but this is far from being the case with a straggling

copse, or fence-like arrangement, of lofty boughs, which can only

be permitted to occupy a place at the back of the garden.

This, however, is chiefly the fault of the cultivator, for even

the Filbert is capable of being kept within bounds, although

less manageable than the Dwarf Prolific.

All varieties of the Nut usually produce numerous suckers,

which may be taken off for increase ; or, if these be insufficient,

branches may be layered in the spring, and in the following

winter they will have rooted sufficiently to admit of their being

planted out. When the plants have become strong, and grow

freely in their final situations, they should be cut down to a

single stem of eighteen inches high
;
twelve inches from the

earth of which should subsequently be kept quite free from side

shoots, and a head composed of half a dozen shoots should be

formed from the upper six inches of the stem. The best

Kentish growers keep the centres of their bushes open, giving

each one the shape of a goblet. This may be conveniently

effected by placing a small hoop in the centre, confining the

main branches thereto, and regularly pruning back all lateral

shoots of greater length than six inches, to an inch or two of

their base. Finally, observe, that in Febimary, when the little

crimson blossoms tip the points of the buds, if there be not

also a good supply of catkins, a bough of the common Hazel,

that has them, should be placed on the top of each bush.



THE BABBOW FIFFIE",

'"^'e have, again, the existence of intrinsic

merit, comparatively unknown. As with the

must first please through the eye, or long re-

main neglected. The Baddow Pippin will never increase its

friends by its exterior qualities
; no one, however, can taste it

without at once declaring it to be of first-rate merit. Never
have we met with an Apple so unattractive in appearance, and
at the same time so excellent in quality. It originated in

Essex, and its costume is as homely as the veriest ploughman’s
of its native district.

This Apple was first introduced to our notice by our much-
esteemed correspondent, Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth, who
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I

I

I was supplied with specimens of it by Mr. Harris, of Broomfield I

! Nursery, near Chelmsford ; from whom the following infor-

j

mation has been obtained. The original tree, which is not

j

less than thirty years old, is growing at Little Baddow, near

!
Chelmsford, in Essex; but its parentage, and by whom raised,

is unknown. It is of handsome circular, compact, growth ; its
,

wood short-jointed, bearing fruit every year ; and, grafted on

paradise stocks, it will form superior dwarf trees for small

gardens. It has been called the Spring Ribston Pippin ; i

being, however, very little known, and this title being some-

what anomalous, we have but done justice to its native locality

by naming it the Baddow Pippin.
j

Its eye is small, in a deepish irregularly-lobed basin. Stem
short, in a deep narrow cavity. Form flattened, angular, and

|

unsymmetrical. Skin greenish yellow, irregularly blotched over
j

with thin russet, mingled with inissetty specks. Flesh white,

smooth, sweet, mixed with a pleasant mild acid, and possessing

an exceedingly rich aromatic flavour, reminding us of both the

Ribston Pippin and Margil, notwithstanding the evident dif-

ference existing between these favourite varieties. '

Our drawing of this Apple w’as made in January, and its

quality then proved ; but it has been found to be one amongst
|

the best ‘keepers’ in cultivation, continuing, as it does, in per-
j

fection from December to June. It is an Apple well suited to
|

the purpose of the orchardist, who has to convey his produce
j

t
to market, since it bears packing and carriage without the least

|

!

ap2iearance of injury.
j
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UTHORS are not agreed whether the Black

Currant is or is not a native of England. Bri-

botanists usually include it amongst our
indigenous plants, but it would appear to be

« \ery doubtful whether its seeds may not have
been disseminated by birds, in all places where

the plant has been found wild. When first mentioned, by
writers of the sixteenth centuiy, it was called the Over-sea

Gooseberry; and subsequently Currant, probably from its sup-

posed alliance to the little seedless grapes of the Levant, so

well known as Currants, formerly called Corinths, from the

ancient city of Corinth, near to which they are cultivated.



THE NAPLES CURRANT.

The Black Currant is well known to grow wild in Sweden,
Russia, and other parts of the north of Europe ; but we have
no evidence of its having been known by the ancients of the

southern parts of the European continent. It was also found
in North America, by Kalm, who mentions it in his ‘Travels.’

Of this fruit there are now six varieties enumerated in the

Horticultural Society’s Catalogue. The Wild Black; Black
Grape; Black Naples; Common Black: Green-fruited Black;
Russian Green ; to these we may add another, bearing the

anomalous name of White Black Currant, which bears a dingy,

whitish, middle-sized fruit, TNuth the full flavour of the Com-
mon Black, but scarcely so sweet, and having no recommen-
dation but its novelty. Of all the varieties at present in cul-

tivation, the Black Naples is unquestionably the best; not

that any distinguishable difference from the Common sort

exists in its flavour, but its fruit is finer. Our figure must not

be taken as a superior specimen ; it is merely a truthful repre-

sentation of the produce of our own plant in its first year after

transplanting from the nursery.

This fruit is, undoubtedly, less esteemed than it deserves.

For jelly, preserve, wine, &c., it is valuable ; and its medi-
cinal properties are no less important, its jelly having long

been known as a valuable remedy in most affections of the

throat ; indeed, by some of the old herbalists it was so much
esteemed as a remedy for quinsey, that the fruit obtained the

appellation of squinancy berries. The jelly, dissolved in warm
water, affords a very pleasant and useful beverage to feverish

patients ; or the preserved fruit may be used for the same
purpose with advantage.

The Black Currant is usually propagated by cuttings of the

young wood, taken in autumn or spring. These should be
about a foot long, and have all the lower buds carefully cut

out, to prevent shoots arising round the main stem ; a pre-

caution which should always be observed with both Currants

and Gooseberries. When the growth of two buds, at the top

of the cutting, is certain, all others should be destroyed. In
the following autumn plant them out, choosing a well-manured
and rather moist soil

;
pnine back the two shoots to two or

three buds each, and from their produce form the head of the

tree, allowing six inches between each branch. The subse-

quent pruning consists of cutting out all lateral shoots to

short spurs ; at least, such as are not required to fill up
vacancies ; remembering to do this efficiently, early in August,

and an abundance of fruit will be the result.
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UR continental neighbours have long, and justly,

boasted of the great variety and delicious quality

of the Pears which they have originated, and so

successfully cultivated ; and the gardens of this

country are, without doubt, indebted to them for the principal

part of all those which, in the present day, are most valued in

the dessert. If, however, France may place a high estimate

on her Pears, England may be no less proud of her Apples ; not

alone of those of the more stern and stringent qualities, suit-

able for yielding cider, but of such as will always, without

disparagement, stand side by side, in the dessert, with the

Pears of France or the Channel Islands.

The Pear requires a somewhat warmer climate than the

Apple, to bring it to the highest perfection ; a soil, too, should

be chosen for its cultivation, that is lighter and drier than that

demanded by the Apple. These circumstances have afforded

some advantage to our neighbours in respect to the growth

of Pears. From the difference of temperature, in the two
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countries, other influences, connected with fruit, are observable,

for France lias her wines, the inferior sorts of which form the

common beverage of her inhabitants. In England the climate

being unsuitable to the growth of Grapes, the Apple and Pear

are made to afford the agricultural population of certain dis-

tricts their usual beverage, cider and perry.

The Apple which we now publish is truly English, the origi-

nal or parent tree, as we are informed by Mr. J. C. Wheeler,

of Kingsholm Nursery, Gloucester, having grown in a garden,

close to that city, formerly belonging to Dr. Ashmead, whose

name it bears. The tree, however, lately yielded to the law of

necessity, that its site might be occupied by new buildings, now
forming “Clarence Street.” It is one amongst the most supe-

rior of dessert Apples, both as respects its quality, and its

duration ; it also possesses much beauty, as a russety fruit, being

of handsome, regular, form, and its skin, beneath the russet,

being bright yellow.

Its eye is small and connivent, in a shallow, regular, basin.

Stem short, deeply sunk in a narrow cavity. Skin yellow,

mingling in tint with its partial coating of thin russet, whereby

the whole surface assumes one almost uniform tint of golden

russety colour. Flesh white, smooth to the palate, crisp, juicy,

and sweet, with a rich aromatic flavour, somewhat allied to

the Nonpareil, but sweeter.

Our drawing was made in March, and at that time the fruit

was in high perfection. The tree is of free growth, both as a

standard and dwarf, not subject to canker, a free bearer, and

having the habit of the Nonpareil.

Mr. J. C. Wheeler, of Kingsholm Nursery, from whom we

received this excellent and almost unknown variety of Apple,

has taken much care in the propagation of trees, from that of

Dr. Ashmead above-mentioned. It is the more necessary to

mention this on account of the name having been given, either

negligently, or from more indefensible motives, to an inferior

Apple, of somewhat similar appearance.
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ANSEL's Bergamot Pear is the Bonne Rouge

of the French gardens
;

it is, however of Eng-

Rsh origin, as appears by a statement made

David Jebb, Esq., of Worcester, in 1818,

from which we learn that it was raised from a

seed of the Autumn Bergamot, about the year

1768, by Lieutenant-General Gansel, who resided at Donne-

land Hill, near Colchester. The names Brocas Bergamot, and

Ives’s Bergamot, by which it has sometimes been known, are

now rarely made use of. The French highly esteem this Pear,

and it must be acknowledged that their climate is more favour-

able than our own for its cultivation. In England it has some-

times been esteemed as a small bearer, which from obseiwation

of its general habits, we should attribute to a want of vigour.
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not, as is most usually the case with Pear trees, from too exu-

berant a growth.

Pear trees, especially when trained, and annually reduced,

by pruning, notunfrequently spend their strength unprofitably;

or, as that ingenious author, Pialph Austen, who lived in the

reign of Charles the First, says—“ Frait-trees that bring forth

the fairest and most beautiful blossoms, leaves, and shoots, they

usually bring forth the fewest and least fruits; because, where

nature is intent and vigorously pressing to do one work,

spending its strength there, it is at the same time weak about

other works.” Austen, whose book is entitled “The Spiritual

Use of an Orchard,” then spiritualizes on the text, as he does

on many others, drawn from the same source, showing himself

to have been an experienced horticulturist, as well as theo-

logian. “The world,” says he, “is a great library, and frait-

trees are some of the books, wherein we may read, and see

plainly, the attributes of God, his power, wisdom, goodness, &c;

and be instructed and taught our duty towards him, in many
things, even from frait-trees ; for as trees, in a metaphorical

sense, are books, so likewise, in the same sense, they have

a voice, and speak plainly to us, and teach us many good

lessons.”

Gansel’s Bergamot has the eye small
;
stem short, and some-

what irregularly thickened
; colour a warm reddish brown on

the exposed side, shaded into a yellow brown on the shaded

side ; its flesh is white, melting, juicy, and sweet, with a fine

rich agreeable flavour. It ripens in November ; and, in most

seasons, may be kept till Christmas-day.

In favourable situations, in the south and western parts of

England, this tree may be grown as a standard, with success
;

but, in the central, and more northern parts, it must be trained

to a wall of good aspect; and to give it vigour and fruitfulness,

should be manured occasionally.
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IIULY enough has it been said by Dr. Lindley,

been tlie fate of almost every Peach,

of high merit, to be known by many different

appellations
;
particular cultivators having given

names of their own to that which was named
before. Thus it occurs that this most delicious variety is cul-

tivated as the Galande Peach, Early Galande, French Royal

George, and Violette Hative Peach; and sometimes, in France,

by the name Noire de Montreuil. In the Horticultural Society’s

Catalogue twenty-eight varieties of Peach are named as under

cultivation in the Society’s gai’den ; whilst sixty others are

mentioned as having been proved and found to be of inferior

quality. This should operate as a caution to persons in select-

ing their stock of trees. We cannot, probably, render better

w
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service to our readers than by aiding them in selecting from the

many varieties extant. Mr. Thompson, out of his extensive

experience in the Society’s garden, says, if twenty-four trees

are required, take of Early Anne 1, Gros Mignonne 3, Royal

George 2, Double Montagne 2, Noblesse 2, Malta 1, Royal Char-

lotte 2, Bellegarde 4, Barrington 3, Late Admirable 4. These

will produce a successive supply, and they are here placed in

their order of ripening.

All circumstances considered, there is no Peach more to be

esteemed than Bellegarde. The tree is hardy, a prolific bearer,

and less subject to mildew than most others. It is, too, a good

one for forcing; and the fruit is of delicious flavour. The
information given with the Elruge Nectarine (No. 35,) may be

referred to, and as the leaf-glands are there noticed, it should

be observed that the glands on the Bellegarde are globose ; a

fonn which it has been thought belongs to those varieties which

are the least liable to mildew.

Peaches are usually distinguished as “free-stone,” or “cling-

stone” varieties, in allusion to the union of the flesh with the

stone ; a character in which they differ materially. The same

distinction applies to Nectarines.

The Bellegarde Peach ripens early in September ; it has a

deep red colour on its exposed side, slightly streaked, and the

shaded side is greenish yellow'. Its flesh pale yellow, with

slight rays of red about the stone ; melting, juicy, and vei-y

rich, and it belongs to the free-stone section. It ripens through

a succession of about twenty days, and the fruit keeps longer,

after being gathered, than most others. Although this Peach

ripens even in Scotland, it should be remembered that, in our

climate, it never can be planted in too w'arm a situation.
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the Society, which was pronounced to be of first-rate flavour.

At many of the provincial e.xhibitions in the neighbourhood of

its native village, to which a knowledge of it has hitherto been

almost wholly confined, the first prize has been awarded to the

Elford Pippin.

The progress which horticulture has lately made, and is

making at the present time, renders it indispensible that every

person who would desire not to be considered a careless culti-

vator of fruit, should fail not to possess good varieties, and good

varieties only. It is not an admissible excuse that he did not

select his own trees, inasmuch as he can select grafts ; and every

Apple tree in particular, whose fmit is inferior, ought, without

delay, to be headed down, and grafted forthwith. In so short

a time may all the worthless varieties in an orchard of full-

grown Apple and Pear trees be completely changed, and made

productive of the most valuable fruit, that no excuse can be

pleaded for the owner of inferior produce continuing its growth.

Our drawing of this Apple was made in October, in which

month it arrives at its highest state of perfection. If kept till

December, its qualities begin to be deteriorated. It has a rather

wide eye, in a shallow, widish, slightly-lobed bason. Stem short,

in a moderately deep cavity. Skin greenish yellow, specked,

and having an occasional patch of mossy-looking nisset. Its

sunned side is tinted with a softened red, mingled with slightly

visible short stripes. Flesh yellowish, easily breaking, sweet,

and very pleasantly flavoured.

The tree is of moderately free and rather upright growth, not

subject to canker
;
and succeeds admirably when grown as a

dwarf, on seedling stocks of the Siberian Crab.



HE summer Pear, here figured, is the Made-

leine of the Pomological Magazine, and is some-

times confounded with the Green Chissel,— a

smaller, more globular, and inferior Pear. The

Citron des Cannes is always esteemed as of good quality, and

is valuable in its season — ripening, as it does, late in July or

early in August ; but it must not be supposed as comparable

with the delicious perfumed flavour, and melting buttery con-

sistence of many of the winter Pears. The tree is a good bearer,

either as a standard, dwarf, or on a wall ; and, as it ripens

earlier in the latter situation, it is a desirable variety for those

who can give it wall-room, with the intention of marketing the

produce. It is sure of ready sale.
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The management of Pear-trees has exercised the abilities of

our best horticulturists ; and it may reasonably be supposed by

the amateur cultivator, whilst he is informed of the various

experiments tried, in regard to soils and planting, pnining in

winter, and pruning in summer, that difficulties exist which

can only be successfully encountered by professionals. This

is, however, a mistake ; and we confess to having been amongst

the number to leave these operations to the men of experience,

till the empiricism of those persons whose services were attain-

able obliged us to think for ourselves, when the mysteries of the

science soon vanished. We mention this to encourage others

to do alike ; for, although a more respectable class of intelligent

persons is not to be met with, than the leading men in the

gardens of the nobility, and opulent nurserj'men, it must be

confessed that the generality of jobbing gardeners and pru-

ners are lamentably deficient of the knowledge necessary for

their occupations. An amateur fruit grower should qualify

himself to direct tho pruning of his own trees, which will give

him a double interest in their success ; and if he will carefully

j^eruse the several articles on this subject, which have lately

appeared in the Auctarium, written by Mr. Errington, he will

acquire sufficient confidence to question a pruner on the theory

of his proceedings, and soon be competent to correct any erro-

neous practice; we should add, provided he do but exercise such

amount of observation as most men are gifted with. We will

proceed with this subject at a future opportunity, and endeavour

to give a few plain directions for the further encouragement of

the amateur horticulturist.

The Citron des Cannes, in colour, is a softened yellowish

green, seldom tinged by exposure, and usually nissetted round

the obliquely-inserted stem. The flesh of this Pear is yellowish

white, and very smooth, juicy, sweet, and pleasantly-flavoured,

but without any peculiarity of character.
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or this excellent, and almost unknown, Pear

j
we are indebted to the kindness of T. Blake-

'' way. Esq
,
the first-appointed president of the

Tenbury Horticultural Society, who, by his en-

ergetic attention, generosity, and urbanity,

extended its benefits to all classes of society. The Chevreuse

Pear-tree this gentleman received, nearly forty years ago, from

a friend in Kent, where it had been introduced from France.

Its name has been supposed to be founded on that of the Duke
de Chevreux ; but, in the absence of decisive information, it

may rather be supposed to have been adopted from Chevreuse,

the chief town of a canton, not far distant from Paris.

Specimens of the Chevreuse Pear were transmitted to Mr.

Thompson, the superintendent of the frait department in the

London Horticultural Society’s Garden. He had not previously
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seen the variety, and considers it valuable ; and at his request

grafts were sent to the society's garden, whence its members
may hereafter be supplied. The importance of the London
Horticultural Society’s collection of fmits may be judged of

when it is stated that its catalogue of Pears alone contains 442

varieties, in cultivation, besides 172 that have been proved un-

worthy of retention. It likewise contains an immense number
of synonymes, or different names which have been applied, in

various localities, to the same fruits ; which synonymes, but for

some such institution as the Horticultural Society, could never

have been ascertained. Some thousands of fruit trees, of various

descriptions, have been collected from all parts— not alone of

Great Britain, but the continents of Europe and America, into

its gardens, where, with their fruits, they have been compared

with each other, their synonymes detected, their qualities

proved, and their value registered, for the guidance of future

horticulturists. We are also authorized to add, that Mr. Blake-

way, who possesses the only tree that we have ever seen, will,

with his accustomed liberality, present grafts to any gentleman

desirous of adding this Pear to his collection.

The Chevreuse Pear is in perfection from the middle of

October to the middle of November, and is scarcely surpassed

by any of its season. Its eye is very small, in an even, deepish

bason; calyx short, and sometimes obliterated, leaving a nearly

smooth eyeless hollow. Stem short, thick, issuing from a slight

cavity. Skin yellowish-green, reddened on the sunned side,

and the whole Pear more than half covered with broken, thin,

brown russet, intermixed with russetty spots on the exposed

side. Flesh yellowish, melting, juicy, mixed with a little fine

grit, sugary, and having a rich perfumed flavour’. The tree, as

a standard, is of moderately free growth, not subject to canker,

somewhat spreading, and its young branches of slender growth.

It is hardy, and a tolerably certain bearer.
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OR an opportunity of figuring this very distinct

variety of Apple we are indebted to its origin-

atore, Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, and Co., the ex-

tensive nurserymen of Exeter. There are two

distinct classes of Apple-eaters ; the one demands that an

Apple be firm and crisp ; the other that it be tender and almost

melting. So bounteous is Nature to all her children, that no

palate is formed without the production of that which can afford

it gratification, and the Pine apple Pippin is expressly designed

for the latter class, for a more tender-fleshed Apple can never

be desired ; but whether it be of first-rate quality for the Was-

sail Bowl we have no experience. Many of our readers may
not be aware that, in some parts of Devonshire, this festivity—
the Wassail Bowl, has not been wholly discontinued, but still

exists, yet with some variation from the ancient usage. The
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word “Wassail” is Saxon, and means “health to you.” The
preparation of the wassail bowl was spiced and sugared ale,

with toast and roasted apples ; which is still occasionally to be

met with in the north of England also, as an attendant on

Christmas festivities. In Devonshire, however, it was the

custom to wassail the Apple-trees; that is, to drink the health

of them in cider, on Christmas eve, on New-year's eve, or,

agreeably to ancient custom, on the eve of the Epiphany. In

Gloucestershire, too, it is remarked, in “Time’s Telescope,” the

wassailers still carry about a great bowl, dressed up with gar-

lands and ribbons, singing doggrel verses, chieHy soliciting

additions to their wassail bowl. In the provincial Glossary of

Grose it is mentioned that the custom called “Wassail” was

that of throwing toast, and pouring out libations, to Apple-

trees, for proving fruitful ; and it seems to be a relic of the

heathen sacrifice to Pomona.

The eye of this Apple is closed b}' the segments of the calyx,

which are narrow and acute. It rests in a narrow bason, sur-

rounded by small plaits. Stem short and thick, inserted in a

shallow narrow cavity. Skin yellow, finely specked, and the

exposed side sometimes having a softened shade of orange,

gradually blending into the prevailing pale yellow colour.

Flesh exceedingly tender, smooth, sweet, tolerably juicy, and

possessing a delicate pine-ajiple flavour.

Our drawing of this Apple was made in the first week of

January; it was then perfectly sound, but its flavour was

scarcely so fine as it had been a few weeks earlier ; so that its

season may be stated to be November and December. The

Pine-apple Pippin is chiefly known in the West of England;

we have, therefore, the greater desire to publish it, for the

benefit of a large class of horticulturists residing in other parts

of Britain ; to many of whom, ive are quite sure, it will prove

highly acceptable.
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HANDSOMER Apple than the King of Pippins

need not be desired, and, indeed, could scarcely

be obtained. In a commercial Hew this is very

important, but we ourselves should not be well

satisfied with appearances alone
;
that appejirances, however, are

important, we lately received the testimony of an intelligent

fanner of the midland counties, who has for many years been an

attentive propagator of Apple-trees from seed, for the improve-

ment of his orchards. On our ofiering an objection to the equality

of several, he replied, “Sir, observe their finnness at Christmas,

and look at their colour
;
my wholesale customers care little for

flavour, but colour they must have.” This orchardist usually

keeps his finit till after Christmas, and then sells it veiy profit-

ably to Binningham fmiterers, chiefly, it would seem, for kitchen

pini^oses. By his early attention to raising seedlings, he is now
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I

enjopng the profits of luxuriant, thriving, fniitful, trees; in-

stead of possessing orchards of haiTen, cankered, mossy, stumps,

aged in their youth ; the circumstances, unfortunately, under

which many varieties now appear, that once were almost invalu-

able. They should not now be further increased. We woidd

impress this fact upon the attention of eveiT propagator of the

Apple-tree. Although he may not, at first, appear to disappoint

himself, for old wom-out sorts will thrive for a few years, when

they should be in the jirime of life, at from twenty to sixty years

old, they then betray all the infinnities of extreme age—canker,

and decay.

The King of Pippins is an older variety than we would gen-

erally recommend, but the gi’owth of the tree has hitherto been

kind, and it is, as the Herefordshire faiTuer expresses the fact, a

lucky bearer.

The shape of the fruit is always good, and its rich yellow colour

pleasing, although, unless well exposed to the sun, it is deficient

of mddiness, assuming more of an orange tint. Its eye is large

and open, in a deep slightly-lobed bason
;
the segments of the

calj-x frequently separated. Stem nearly an inch long, in a nar-

row deep cavity. Flesh whitish, breaking easily, sweet, juicy,

and possessing a veiy pleasant but not remarkably high flavour.

This Apple is alike useful for kitchen use and the dessert, and

keeps pertectly sound through Januaiy; but its flavour is not

retained in perfection after November.

The tree is hardy, and an excellent bearer. On pai'adise stocks

it makes handsome, fmitful, miniature trees, which may be kept

in a healthy bearing state, whilst not exceeding the size of a

goosebeiTj' bush. If their gi’owth be tolerably luxuriant, and it

is desired to retain them as miniatures, in the autumn of the

second yeai’ after planting, their roots must be wholly cut back,

to fifteen inches from the stem; and the pinning of them, of

course, attended to, as set forth in the Auctarium
;
of which more

will he said hereafter.
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PEAR of excellent quality, which was raised

5^ on the continent, in 1809, and named in hon-

K our of Marie Louise, the consort of hapoleon.

^ In 1816 it was transmitted by M. Van Mons,

from his celebrated fmit-tree mu-seiy at Louyam,

to the Horticultund Society’s Gaixlen at Cliiswick. Its qualities
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becoming known, it was quickly introduced to the gardens of

the Fellows of the Society, in various parts of the kingdom.

Shortly afterwards, Mr. Braddick, a well-known pomologist,

who obtained many varieties from the continent, says, (Gard.

Mag., vol. d) “I have made my mind up as to the best autumn
standard Pear, which is the ‘Forme de Marie Louise’; I re-

ceived it from M. Van Mons. Lest it should be confounded
with Marie Louise, which is not so good a standard Pear, in our
climate, I should mention that the wood of the Forme de Marie
Louise is stronger than that of the Marie Louise; the tree, alto-

gether, is more vigorous, veiy hardy, falls early into fruit, and is

an exceedingly great bearer. The fruit is larger, and of a more
mssety colour than that of the Marie Louise, and in my opinion

of a much higher flavour; it is melting, and continues in eating

till the first week of December, being fully six weeks from the

time it first comes to table.” Now, it appears from the state-

ment of Mr. Thompson, the superintendent of the fmit depaiL
ment, in the Horticultural Society's Garden, that the very Pear
above alluded to as introduced by Mr. Braddick, and the origin-

ally introduced Marie Louise of the Horticultural Garden, were

subsequently grown side by side, both as standards, and also

trained against a wall, and that under the same modes of treat-

ment, they proved themselves to be precisely the same varieties,

and undistinguishable the one from the other. This is but eri-

dence which presents itself to eveiy experienced horticulturist,

of the influence of cultivation on fruits. It is not, however, too

much to believe, that a graft may, from the stock on which it is

grown, perhaps, too, assisted by the soil in which for a centmy
it has existed, acquire a somewhat varied character, which
may prove permanent in all trees propagated from it. We
know’ of standards of the Marie Louise, growing within a few

yards of each other, the one of which always yields fi’uit partially

I'usseted, and of a greenish character till ripe
;
the other wholly

msseted, and of much warmer yellow tint
; we do not, however,

the less believe them to have had one and the same origin. The
same variation occurs in the Aston Tow"n Pear; and, in each

instance, the russeted variety should be chosen as the best.

It is scarcely necessary to mention, that all Apples and Peal’s,

from standards, are more prone to msset than w’hen gi’own against

a wall
;
the Marie Louise is also finer flavoured from the stan-

dard. On quince stocks it forms an adinriable dwarf
;
and, by

root-pruning, may be restricted to any size.



e llis newly introduced Apple, from the Euro-
pean continent, has been esteemed, by some
persons, as a desirable table fmit. It possesses
™iiny good qualities, but is deficient of that
amount of flavour and richness, which are
indisjjensable in an Ajjple intended for the

dessert. It is handsome, may be kept till April, or even longer,
retaining its briskness of flavour in perfection, ’srith other good
qualities for kitchen use, for which purpose it is excellent. The
tree, too, is of remarkably kind growth, free from canker, and an
abundant bearer, even when very young

; the Apple here figured
having been gathered with others from a tree not two feet high.
It must not, however, be supposed that this would be the cLe
under every mode of management, much of which is dependant
on the stock it has been gi’afted upon.



HOSKREIGER APPLE.

Young Apple-tree stocks, intended for gi-afting, are too gener-

ally raised without regard to the description of fmit from which

the seeds are obtained. This is a prevailing en’or, especially in

the cider-producing districts, where the refuse of the Apples, after

expression of their juice, is sometimes merely spread over a waste

corner of land, and the young plants thinned out as they increase

in size. We point to the fact as opposed to that progressive

improvement which should be aimed at by all who attempt the

propagation of frait-trees. Even if only for stocks for grafting

upon, regard should he paid to the habit and properties of the

trees from which seeds are collected. Their hardiness, their slow

or raj^dd growth, their tendency to vegetate early or late in the

spring; all these considerations should have especial attention,

as bearing on the character of the future tree. It is tnie that

none of these qualities of trees are always transmitted to their

progeny, but as the seeds of a haixly tree are more likely to pro-

duce a hardy stock, than seeds of a contraiy character, so it is of

other peculiarities ; and all these should have the attention of

the horticulturist, if he be desirous of benefiting himself and

his countiy. Although a graft retains its peculiarities, in all

material points, when transferred to a stock of different, or par-

haps opposite, qualities, yet that it may jiartake of certain modi-

fications therefrom is equally certain ; hence, attention should

be given to the choice of one as well as the other, when we aim

at the attainment of a specific object. Our tree of the variety

of Apple here figured is on a 2:>aradise stock, and this, for dwarf

trees, it is now pretty well understood, is, if not indispensable,

liighly desirable.

This Apple is of a regrdar, roundish, somewhat flattened,

shape ;
its eye small, and deeply sunk in a naiTow slightly-lobed

bason. In colour, when fully matured, in Febraaiy, the time

our drawing was made, it assumes a softened yellowish gi’een

tint, regularly specked over its whole surface
;
and on its exposed

side, has numerous soft streakings of red. Its flesh is white,

sub-acid, and agreeable, but not rich
;
cooked, it fomis a smooth

pulp, admirably suited to culinaiy pui’poses.



IJ'DBILSSSE FSACIHr,

KIiE wc have one of the oldest and best Peaches

extant ; a fruit knowTi to most of the old garden-

ers—S^-itzer, Hitt, and others ; Batty Langley, a

hundred and twentv- years ago, says the Noblesse,

or Noblest, is itn excellent fruit, and truly worthy of its name.

It has, as a matter of course, we may say, several names, and

has been called !Mellishs Favourite, and Double Montague,

but is now pretty- generally kno\\Ti as the Noblesse. In George

Lindley’s Guide to the Orchard, there are a few useful prac-

tical remarks, which we will take the Uberty of quoting. He
says,— “ This is one of the veiy best of oiu hardy Peaches, and

perhaps one'of the most common ;
but it is often confounded with

anotlier, well known, the Vanguard, which is somewhat similar



NOBLESSE PEACH.

in appearance, and in its general character, It is, however, dis-

tinguished by its fmit being, for the most part, oblong, narrowed,

and plump at the apex, with a pointed nipple. In the Vanguard

the fruit is equally large, or even more so, always globular, rather

than oblong, and its crown or apex flat and often depressed.

Nurserpnen need not be at any loss to distinguish the two sorts

when maiden plants are in the nurseiy ; the lateral shoots of

the Noblesse being nearly as long as the main leader ; those of

the Vanguard being less numerous, and exceeded considerably

by the main shoot
;
besides, the plants of the Vanguai'd are of

a taller growth than those of the Noblesse. Indeed, so ob\-ious

and invariable have I found these chai'actem, that should the

the two kinds become inadvertently intemiLxed in the nursery

rows, the most inexperienced forerrran would be enabled to sejra-

rate them, without any fear of mistake.”

This variety has its leaves doubly sera-ated, and without glarrds

:

its fr-rrit is somewhat variable in shape, is slightly downy, arrd orr

its exposed side has inegular streaks and blotches, or marbliirg

of dull red. Its pale yellowish white flesh paris from the stone,

and is melting and rich, and the tree bears forcing rerrrarkably

well. Our American readers must not imagine they have the

tnie Noblesse Peach, mentioned by their writer, Cox; his fruit,

under this name, he describes as a cling-stone, with other dis-

paiities, when compared -nith our Noblesse.

The advarrtages of raising new varieties of fnrits from seeds

has previously been alluded to in this work, and by none is the

propagator more likely to be recompensed than the Peach ; there

is too a pleasurable interest excited by the anticipation of raisiirg

a rrew and superior variety which is not a mere delusion, for

every propagator, if he employs the seeds of good sorts, possesses

an eqiral chance of benefiting future generations by Iris exertions.



COUMT FEKBU FBATo

yi.

HE Apple here depicted is one of first-rate

quality for the dessert
;
the tree, too, possesses

a habit wliich is tndy advantageous in a cli-

mate so fickle as that of England. At the veiy

moment we ai’e writing,— past the middle of

April, many Pear-rtees are in full blossom,

some Apple-trees, too, ar’e bur’sting their flowers, the water rrithin

view is covered with ice, and the atmosphere filled with a hurri-

cane of snow. This presents a gloomy prospect to the mind of

the fmit grower. Brrt orr examining the Court pendir plat tree

we find not a brrd that has stirred from its winter slumber. It

is now as tor-pid as the Mulbeny, and Irerrce it has trady enough

been called the wise Apple ; and the friiit grower will be wise

also to add it to his collection.
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COURT PENDU PLAT.

This variety of Apple has been knowTi in England somewhat

more than thirty years, and has frequently been introduced

under different names, to our gai’dens, from France and Belgium,

where it is doubtless a favourite. It is one of the best sorts that

the amateur who cultivates dwarfs in his flower gai'den can pos-

sess. Grafted on paradise stocks he may keep it healthy and

fmitful, and of the size of a gooseberry hush ; or he may culti-

vate it in a pot if he has a fancy for doing so. It would be

difficult to describe the astonishment we have seen exhibited by

cider-apple cultivators, on seeing such pets as these in pots, and

bearing well-grown fmit
; these ar'e indeed oriraments well wor-

thy of attention, both for pleasure and profit.

The Court pendu plat has an open large eye, in a wide, moder-

ately deep, even basin ; short stalk, in a deep cavity : when in

perfectioir, from Christmas to Lady-day, it assumes a deep yellow

colour, with a slightly-striped red tint orr the sunned side. Its

flesh is yellow, firm, crisp, sweet, and richly flavoured.

The tree succeeds admirably as a standar-d, for which pur-

pose it should be grafted orr seedhrrg apple or crab stocks. Its

brarrches grow healthily, but short-jointed, and fraritful at an

early age. It requires but little pmning, especially if the points

of its young shoots are pinched off soon after Midsummer. As

a dwarf, in the garden, any free-growing shoots should be short-

ened, to encourage the growth of laterals where they appear’ to be

required to balance the body of the tree ; and when this is effected

and the rniniatirre tree is nearly as lar’ge as is desu’able, if it be

not fnritful, and grows rather freely, cut back its roots, in the

latter part of the summer, to about eighteen inches from the

stem, and its growth wfU be quickly brought under control, and

its fr-uitfulness never failing.



EASTEE- BEUKEE
HERE is not, perhaps, any anxiety moi'e geu-

erally prevalent amongst Pear gi’owers than that

to possess this fmit, of high quality, late in the

spi-ing of the year. Pears become scarce after

'*1 Christmas, and we have no fnxit that can ade-

quately supply its place in the dessert on an Englishman’s table

;

all the superior varieties of Pear's, when properly ripened, being

refreshing and wholesome, as well as gr-atefirl to the palate
; those

of melting quality being always to be preferred.

The specimen of the Easter Beirn'e from which oirr drawing

was made, in the month of February, was obligingly serrt to us



EASTER BEUERe'.

by J. Moorman, Esq., of Clapham Road, Surrey ; whose collec-

tions of Pears, which have been, year after yeai% exhibited at the

London Horticultural Society’s meetings, as late as Januaiy or

Fehruaiy, have excited considerable attention. As to Mr. Moor-

man’s mode of presenting them, in high perfection, to so late a

period of the season, more seems to depend on their being gath-

ered vdthout injuiy, in a proper state of maturity, than to any

peculiarity of subsequent treatment ; but of this we wiU give

further information on a future occasion.

By the majority of fruit gi’owers, both in our o^^n countiy and

in France, this is considered to be the best of all the very late-

keeping Pears. Be this as it may, no collection should be

without it. AYhere it originated is unknown, hut it is generally

supposed to have been raised in Flanders : and was introduced

to England from Belgium, by the London Horticultural Society.

In its cultivation it is of the veiy first importance that it he

budded or grafted on the Quince stock
;
so treated, its fmit be-

comes better ripened, and it is a fai’ more certain bearer ;
indeed,

it is said by Mr. Rivers, than whom few men have paid more

anxious attention to the cultivation of Pears, that “ so wonder-

fully prolific is this Pear, when grafted on the Quince, that

plants only from one to two feet high, will, if removed or root-

pinned, the first season after grafting, bear most abundantly the

third season. I feel assured that on this stock it may, with

facility, be cultivated in large pots.” It is always obseiwed that

this fmit from standard trees is of finer flavour than that from

walls. We recommend its cultivation as dwai'f trees, or if trained

to a wall, that it be in an east or west aspect ; and in either

case, that it be on Quince stocks.

This Pear may he known from its eye being small, with a

connivent calyx, sunk in a moderate bason
;

stalk short and

thick, in a somewhat angular cavity. Ground colour of its sldn

a greenish yellow, thickly sti’ewed over with mssetty spots, which

in some instances spread out on portions of the surface to an

irregular moss-like msset. Its flesh is variable ; some being

gritty and wanting in juice ;
but when grown under favourable

circumstances, it becomes perfectly butteiy, well sweetened, and

rich in flavour.



SUMMER OOUBEN PIPPm
HE Golden Pippin is freely spoken of by al-

most everj' body, a tenth part of whom never

saw the real Apple -wliich obtained for the

name so great a celebrity, a hundred years ago.

As we have prertously said, the original, high-

flavoured, delicious. Golden Pippin of our fore-

fathers, is rarely to be met with, even in good collections of fiuits.

When reproduced from seed, its offspring very frequently beai’s a

close resemblance, externally, to the pai'ent
;
and it is possible that

some such seedlings may equal in quality the far-famed parent,

but we never yet have met with one to which such character

could be attributed. The newly-raised varieties are generally

larger and handsomer than the old
; but who can boast of their

firmness and dehcious flavour existing, in the month of May, as

did our forefathers, in respect to their favourite little Golden finit

That the tme old Golden Pippin may still be met with is pos-

sible, and that by careful management it may still be cultivated

with advantage ; but ^vithout due attention to its cultivation,

favoured by propitious circumstances, it will but produce disap-

pointment. Mr. Wilhams, of Pitmaston, after many experiments



SUMMER GOLDEN' PIPPIN.

with it, recommended its being gi’afted on stocks of the Siberian

Crab, because this tree discontinues its active gi’OMtb eai'ber in

the autumn than the Apple-tree, whereby the summer-grown

branches have time afforded them, in the latter paid of the sea-

son, to become perfectly matured.

The Summer Golden Pippin, which we now figure, it may
reasonably be supposed, is a seedhng of the original Golden

Pippin, or some of its descendants. Its difference from them
is chiefly in its period of maturity, which is the end of August

;

and no better Apple is found in the dessert at this early part of

the season, but it continues in perfection a short time only

—

not more than a fortnight, or three weeks at the utmost. It

has a iride eye, in a shallow bason ; stalk short. Its colour is

pale yellow, glossy, and its exposed side somewhat deepened

towards orange, and the whole surface finely specked. Its flesh

is white, firm, juicy, sweet, and agi'eeably flavoured.

Grafted on pai’adise stocks, it makes an admirable dwarf tree

for small gardens ; it may be kept to any size in the open ground,

or may be cultivated in pots, and in either case is an excellent

bearer. Contrary to the habit of the Apple-tree generally, it

succeeds best in a rather diy and hght soil.

The London market is chiefly supphed Mith this Apple fi'om

the frait-growers in the immediate vicinity of the metropolis,

whence also it is sent to the principal fruiterers in the pro^•inces.

It is, we must confess, a reflection on the orchai’dists and fanners

of various paits of England, where both the soil and chmate is

well suited for the growth of Apples and Peai’s, that dealers of

the best dessert fraits are obliged to obtain their supplies from

London. It may he presumed that Gerard, more than two

hundred years ago, saw the existence of this apathy, when he

said, “ But for^-ard in the name of God, gi'affe, set, plant and

nourish vp trees in euery comer of your grounds, the labour is

small, the cost is nothing, the commoditie is great, your selues

shall haue plenty, the poore shall haue somewhat in time of want

to relieue their necessitie, and God shall reward your good

mindes and diligence.”



BEUffiME BIEE,

HIS excellent Pear varies so much in its form,

colour, and we may also add, quality, that a per-

son unaccustomed to see it under all its phases,

as the astronomer would say, would sometimes

fail to recognise it as the Beun-e Diel he had known. In the

Pomological Magazine, pubhshed about twenty years ago, Dr.



beurre' diel.

Linclley met with this difficulty, and after ha\dng given one
figure, saw that it became desirable to give another, lest the first

should mislead those who may he unaware of the Protean char-

acter of this Pear. It has a multitude of names—an inconveni-

ence which attends almost aU Pears that are of superior quality,

although the appearance of many is such as could never mislead

the most ignorant. It is a pity hut a nurseryman, or other per-

son, giving a new name to a fmit, that he can but know has

been pre\dously named, should be obliged to incorporate his own
with it, that the charge of ignorance and impudence be not sub-

sequently misplaced ; indeed, it sometimes happens, that kna-

very also bears a part in these christenings. The Beaun’e Diel

of the Horticultural Catalogue is known as the Dorothee Eoyale,

Beurre Royale, Beurre Spence, Poire des Trois Tours, &c. The
last appellation is said to have been given it from the place of

its origin ;
notwithstanding which it has been stated that it was

raised by Van Mons, W'ho named it after Dr. Diel, a celebrated

pomologist.

The specimen from wdiich our drawing was made was grown
on a dw’arf tree, planted on a paved station, according to the

method recommended by Mr. Errington, as explained at length

in the 234th section of the Auctarium. Fruit grown according

to this method, is more russetty than when the roots have liberty

to ramble without restriction ; and this Pear is thought to be of

higher flavour from dwarf or standard trees, than from a wall;

still it is desirable that its situation should be warm, and the

soil in which it is gi’own thoroughly drained.

The eye of this fmit is but little sunk ; its stalk strong, and
about an inch long, in a nanmv, somew’hat irregular', cavity ; its

orange sui-face almost whoUy covered by a bi'ight rasset. Its

flesh yellowish white, melting, and buttery, but with a little

grit around the core
;
juicy, sw'eet, and deliciously flavoured,

haring a somewhat cinnamon-like aroma.

The tree is an abundant hearer, and free gi'ower, and succeeds

admirably on the quince stock, even better, as regards the ripen-

ing of its fmit, than on pear stocks. It should be attentively

pmned, to produce the form and size required
;
and then, by

restricting its roots, it may be kept in bearing without extending

its branches.



E
niS valuable dessert Apple was first made

known in the fifth volume of the Transactions

of the Horticultural Society
;
and takes its

name from the place of its origin, having been

raised in 1803, by Mrs Malcolm, the lady of

Neil Malcolm, Esq., of Lamb Abbey, Kent.

The Newtown Pippin is stated to be its parent, to wliich, how-

ever, it bears no resemblance. It produced fniit at so early an

age as six years, and subsequently proved a regular bearer. This

accords with Mr. Enington's assertion, to whom we are indebted

for the specimen from which our drawing was made. He says,

‘ It is one of the gi’eatest beai'ers in the kingdom
; we have trees

which have never missed a full crop for eighteen years.’ Now,

it must be confessed, that either this variety of Apple, or Mr.



LAMB ABBEY PEAEMAIN.

Errington’s management of it, or perhaps the combination of

both, have effected what we all so much desire, but rai’ely obtain

—

certainty of produce. It is further mentioned by Mr. Errington

that the tree is of rather slender growth, the branches having a

continual tendency to subdivide
;
hence, says he, its eligibility

for a dwarfing system, no tree being more easily managed under

a severe course of training. It is never affected by canker, and

will admit of being planted in the best of soil, without its fruitful

habit being in any way impared
;
which, be it remembered, is a

rather unusual quality, unless the effect of generous treatment

be counteracted by judicious root pmning.

This Apple is an admirable keeper, up to the close of April,

retaining its firmness, and freshness of flavour, without the use

of any peculiar means for effecting such pui’pose ; indeed, we

question whether any of the extraordinary methods, sometimes

employed, are successful in the preservation of both flavour and

soundness. Apples have been kept in sand ; in the earth
; in

closed jars, either wrapped in paper, or without it ;
also closely

covered with straw, fem, &c., according to the fancy of the pro-

juietor
;

but, by every method employed, which excludes free

ventilation, we believe that the preservation of the fmit is effected

at the sacrifice of its flavour. On this subject we may hereafter

have something more to say.

Its eye is of moderate size, in a lai'ge, somewhat iiTegular,

hollow. Stalk short, in a deep cavity. Colour yellowish green,

the exposed side of a brownish red, and its whole surface specked

over. Its flesh green about the core, otherwise yellowish
;
firm,

but crisp, and possessing a rich and sweet vinous juice.



FEE.IFUMEI!) SWANKS E®©,

X the description of Gladiolus ramosus, No. 1 187,

we had occasion to make some remarks on the

hybridisation of flowers, and the advantages ob-

tainable thereby
;

here we present our readers

with the result of the same means, employed in the improvement

of fruit; a fact which will make its way more readily to the

regard of some cultivators than through the medium of the most



PERFUMED swan’s EGG.

splendid of flowers. Here it gives a direct reply to the econo-

mist who asks— where is the good ? All created things are

bountifully spread forth before man, inviting the exertion of those

powers bestowed on him to improve them and exhibit their per-

fections, whether animal, vegetable, or mineral.

The Perfumed Swan’s Egg, was raised by John Williams,

Esq., of Pitmaston, near Worcester, in the year 1816, being one

amongst the earliest of that gentleman’s efforts to improve our

hardy fmits by hybridisation. Gansell’s Bergamot, from its fine

flavour, is a favourite with Mr. Williams
;
and it ^vill be remem-

bered that a hybrid between it and the Seckle, published at

No. 34, was raised by him, and is of very superior quality. The

Perfumed Swan's Egg was raised from a seed of the old Swan’s

Egg, also fertilized, like the Seckle, with the pollen of Gansell's

Bergamot, and its quality may be said to be worthy of both its

parents, partaking, as it does, of a portion of the properties of

each.

The tree is of fine healthy gi'owth, of somewhat pendent habit,

succeeds as a standard, having a large leaf, and strong wood, Avell

funiished with beai'ing spurs ; and it prospers as well in heavy

as light soils, a quality which does not belong to many of the

favourite sorts of French Pears. As a bearer, too, it is of high

value, scarcely ever failing in its produce. In Mr. Williams’s

garden the fmit is usually gathered in the third week in Septem-

ber, and is fit for table at the end of October, continuing in per-

fection for at least six weeks, that is, to the middle of December.

The Perfumed Swan’s Egg has a small eye, in a very shallow

bason, its stem also in a shallow irregular’ cavity, wliich some-

times exists on one side only of the stem. Stem from half an

inch to an inch long. Its skin, on its shaded side, is of greenish

yellow, much specked with green, and its exposed side has a pecu-

liar mingling of red, green, and russet, e.xhibiting traits of its

hybrid character. Its flesh is yellowish, melting, juicy, sweet,

and of very fine flavour.

We never have seen this variety worked on the quince stock,

but from its hardy character, and free growth, little doubt need

be entertained of its success.



WAMER^S KIM(G- APPLE
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WARNElt’s KING APPLE.

to some consideration. Were Pliny’s assertion, which occum in

the fourteenth book of his Natural Histoiy, but founded on fact,

no difficulty need exist in giving colour to this or any other

Apple
;
for he says, some in their colour resemble blood, because

they had been grafted on a iMulberry. I’ew persons would be

inclined to admit the correctness of this asseu'tion, written in the

first century of the Christian era; it may, however, be asked,

Who amongst us is prepared to deny it ? :

For the opportunity of making known this excellent kitchen
;

Apple we are indebted to ]\Ir. Pavers, of Sawbridgeworth
; whose

|

attention to all sorts of hardy fraits, more especially Pears, has
]

been, in a great degree, the means of superior varieties being

brought into cultivation, in our orchards and gardens
; and of

proper regard being paid to iiiqiroved modes of cultivation, which

render them doubly valuable, by adapting their habits of gi'owth

to small gardens, and also increasing their productiveness.

Warner’s King Apple grows to a large si^^e, our drawing of it

having, for convenience, been reduced to three-fourths of the

size of the specimen drawn from. It does not readily decay, but

continues in perfection, for all culinaiy purposes, from Autumn
till Febmaiy or March. It is of even and regular shape

;
its eye

sunk in a deepish lobed bason, the calyx remaining perfect, and

closing over its centre. Its colour is a fine golden 3’ellow, when
ripe ; in which state, be it remembered, we always both describe

and represent the fmit here delineated. A few line specks are

spread over its surface, with a pale mossy russet, very variable

in quantity. Its flesh is white, tender, juicy, and mild; excellent

for tarts, and for such uses as the best A2iples are emjdoyed.

This tree is usually of kind and luxuriant growth, especially

on wild stocks ; but on paradise stocks it may be restricted to

any size desired. Let the cultivator first form his tree, filling

it up rc'gularlj' by summer 2)mning, as herein over and over

again directed
;
and then, by root-jimning, he can restrain its

growth, and make it fruitful.



UCII has been said respecting the qualities of

the Washington Plum. Some persons have

thought it equal to the Green Gage, whilst

others have esteemed as a second-rate fmit.

1 This disparity of opinion has not been wholly

the offspring of imagination, for the Plum in question is cer-

tainly variable in richness from local circumstances, such as

aspect, soil, and general temperature.

As its name implies, it is of American origin, and its history

is somewhat remarkable. From the Pomologia Britannica, of

Dr. Lindley, published in 1827, we copy the following obser-

vations regarding it. “The parent tree was purchased in the

market of Xew York, sometime in the end of the last centurj'.

It remained barren several years, till, during a violent thunder

storm, the whole trunk was struck to the earth and destroyed.

The root afterwards threw up a number of vigorous shoots, and
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finally produced frait. It is therefore to be presumed that ihe

stock of the barren kind was the parent of this. Trees were

sent to Robert Barclay, Esq., of Bury Hill, in 1819; and in

] 82 1 several others were presented to the Horticultural Society

by Dr. Hosack. It is certainly not sui-passed in richness of

flavour, beauty, and other good qualities, by any. In flavour it

is fully equal to the Green Gage and Coe’s Golden Drop
;
and

the beauty of its foliage, which is very remarkable, is quite

unlike the usual shabby aspect of a Plum-tree.”

The foliage of this tree has indeed a luxuriance quite its own

;

but the estimate here given of its fniit, is too high, or we have

never met with it in perfection. As usually produced it is in-

ferior to the Green Gage, sometimes greatly so ; still, it is a

handsome Plum for the dessert, and worthy of a place on an

east or west wall, either of which suit it better than a directly

south aspect
;

or, it may be gi’own as a standard. Its luxuidant

habit requires some restriction, to make it regiflaily fmitful.

Summer stopping of its too exuberant shoots, and limitation of

its roots, should be attended to. Another mode of treatment

we have found to be efficient, which is, binding round the stems

of young growing trees with three or four coils of strong twine,

which must be removed to a fresh position, at the end of one or

two years, according to the growth of the rtee. This wiU pro-

duce the advantages of ringing, \vithout its injurj'.

The Washington Plum in colour is of dull yellow, somewhat

mottled, or specked with red ;
with a slight shade of green on a

small portion of the fniit ; its sunned side of dull orange, and

bearing a grey bloom. Its flesh tolerably firm, luscious, and not

adherent to its wrinkled oval stone.

Again we say to amateurs, raise seedlings
; Plums promise

reward as well as other fruits. And, by way of instmction, we

would mention that M. Ohlendorf, of Hamburgh, ascertained,

from experiment, that such stones as those of Plums and Chemes
should be planted ivith their flesh about them

;
or, at least, that

they should not be permitted to become dry ; therefore, if not

sown in the autumn, when ripe, they should be kejit in moist

sand till sown in spring.
i
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F this excellent Apple we received specimens

from Mr. Cameron, nurseryman, of Ucktield,

^ Sussex, who has been the introducer of it to

P public notice. As the history of nations, and

the biography of celebrated men, are pleasing

subjects of incphrv' : so is the histoiy of all

those objects of horticulture which afford gi-atitication to the

more refined perceptions of our nature. An introduction to a

stranger excites the iinpiiiy, “Who is he So also the acquire-

ment of an unknown plant, induces the search for its history.

In pursuing our inquiiy regai’ding Mannington's Peannain, we

found that it had been named by Dr. Lindley, after Mr. ilan-

nington, who had discovered its qualities, and whose account of

it is, that the original tree was found in a hedgerow near to the
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former site of a cider mill
;
and that it probably sprang from a

seed thrown out with the waste of the mill. Mr. Mannington

says, “All who have had a chance of tasting this Apple, say it is

the best they ever met with.” The specimens now before us, of

which we are judging in December, scarcely possess the brisk-

ness of flavour contained in the Sturmer Pippin, nor have they

the high and spicy flavour of the Baddow' Pippin, the Ribston,

or the IMargil
;

still, in the dessert it is an excellent Apple, crisp

and refreshing
;
and for culinai'y purposes is equally useful.

One amongst the most important circumstances, as we have

previously mentioned, and which we are desirous to impress on

the minds of orchardists and horticulturists, is the selection of

healthy varieties of Apples for planting. The decrepitude of old

age, is but too evident in many favouiite old sorts ;
and to en-

deavour to pei’petuate them is only to peipetuate disappointment.

Trees which are known to canker from age, will always canker,

in spite of all attempts at renovation by grafting. The luxuri-

ance of a young graft, from a worn-out sort, may last for a short

time, but its natural infirmity will soon overtake it
;
and which

no stock, however young and healthy, has power to coiTect.

Mannington ’s Pearmain being a seedling of late production is

quite free from disease, of upright but not exuberant growth. It

is a good bearer
;
and, on Apple stocks, is well suited for orchard

standards
;

or, on paradise stocks, for dwarf garden trees.

Its eye is small, in a narrow, shallow bason, suiTounded by

plaits. Stalk varying in length, inserted in a narrow cavity
; and

the variety is well marked by the union of the stalk with a small

fleshy projection on one side of the cavity, which usually, as in

the specimen figured, prevents its standing upright. Its exte-

rior is greenish yellow on the shaded, and brownish red on the

sunned side, mingled with brighter red j^encilling
; the whole

being, more or less, diffused with nisset. Its flesh is greenish

white, with a gi'een vein mnning from the base of the stem

round the core; mildly crisp, juicy, and agi'eeably flavoured.

The fruit should be well ripened on the tree, and it will be in

perfection from Christmas till Lady-day, but may be kept much
longer.



MOXGST Pears, this is one of the aristocracj'

;

it is of continental origin, and was first received

England by the London Horticultural Society,

from M. Parmentier, of Enghien, in 1820, with

another favomite variety, pubhshed under No, 4,— the Glout

Horceau. It is tme that increased attention is being paid to
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the cultivation of first-rate Pears : still, however, it can but be

matter of regret, that the progress in this dkection is slow. It is

not alone the mere enjoyment of partaking of the most delicious

of fraits, amongst which the Pear truly ranks, or of dispensing it

to Mends for the same purpose, but it is also in a commercial \iew

that it may be expected to attract more direct attention. At

the present moment in wliich we write (in January), the finest

Oranges, brought to this country from Italy or Spain, can be

bought for a penny each ;
whilst the finest Pears of our own

country are being sold at from threepence to sixpence each.

This alone, it is reasonable to suppose, would give a stimulus to

their production ; especially as a luscious Pear is as easily pro-

duced as those crah-hke productions so generally met with in the

provinces.

The Pear here published w’as, with others, politely sent to us

by J. Moorman, Esq., of Clapham, who usually meets high com-

mendation for the varieties which he exhibits at the Horticul-

tural Society’s rooms in London, in the early part of the year.

The drawing of the BeuiTe d’Aremberg was made in Febmary,

when it was in high perfection. The shape here shown is

common enough to this Pear, although it is frequently seen less

tapering towards the stem. Its yellow colour, and dotting with

rasset, indicate con'ectly that which it possesses,— great rich-

ness, sweetness, and delicious flavour. It is also very juicy,

melting, and free from grit.

Grafted on the quince stock this Beun'e attains its highest

perfection
; and, although the finest fmit will be obtained from

trees trained to a waU, of east or west aspect, still it succeeds

perfectly well as a barrel dwarf, or pyramidal tree, to either of

which forms it may be trained and kept of such convenient

height as best accords with its situation in the garden.

One rule we would here mention as having been forced on us

by experience
; first form your tree, regardless of fniit, and then

prune its roots, to restrain its growth and render it productive.
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tlie introduction to this counti7, from

tlic continent, of many superior vaiieties, the

Eum has become a more general object of

cultivation. In the dessert, however, it has

been less esteemed than it deserves ; not from

any inferiority, as regards its luscious and

agreeable chai’acter, but from a prevailing prejudice that it is

less wholesome than other garden finits. This opinion, without

doubt, is of long standing ; a tradition descended from those

days when Plums of the most ordinarj' quality only were gener-

ally known. But we may be told that disease jirevails, even now,

when this fruit becomes ripe. It is tme, that ordinary and un-

ripe frait, of any description, cannot be considered wholesome ;

but it is not to this in particular that we owe the existence of

disease, at a particular season ; but to an epidemic, prevalent at

the end of summer, and experienced alike by those who have

not, as well as those who have, partaken of the fmits of the sea-

son. We believe that well-ripened Plums, of such varieties as
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the Green Gage, the Nectarine Plum, the Golden Drop, and

others of the same melting, sugary, luscious properties, are as

wholesome and beneficial to health as any garden frait ripening

subsequently to the Strawberry — a fruit which we do not hesi-

tate to set down as superior to any other that is produced by the

English horticulturist.

We have been desirous of introducing this Plum to our horti-

cultural readers, that they may be aware of the existence of two

varieties, of similar appearance, which have not been always dis-

tinguished, the one from the other, although ofsuch very unequal

merit. They have been indiscriminately called the Nectarine

Plum, the Goliah, and, less frequently, the Caledonian. The
true Nectarine Plum is rather rounder, and in quality far supe-

rior to the Goliah
;

therefore, those who seek the former must

guard against error. Mr. Thompson, the superintendent of the

fruit department, in the Horticultural Society’s Gardens, has

pointed to a difference which will readily distinguish the one from

the other. The shoots and fruit-stalks of the Nectarine Plum
are quite glabrous, whilst those of the Goliah are pubescent or

downy, resembling the Orleans. It is exceedingly desirable

that nurseiymen should attend to this distinction, that they may
escape the charge of carelessness ; or, of an accusation some-

what less innocent.

The delicate azure bloom of the Nectarine Plum, which covers

its fine puiqile skin, forbids the approach of the fingers: indeed

the fruit should never be touched in being gathered ; but should

be brought to table in its greatest purity. Its flesh is yellowish

green, very luscious and rich, slightly adhering to the stone;

more melting and altogether superior to the Goliah.

This tree will bear well as a standard, but is deserving of a

wall, where its pi'oduce will be finer, and somewhat earlier, than

that from standards. On a wall it wiU ripen early in August ;

and its season for use will always precede, by three weeks at

least, that of the Goliah.
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NEWLY-INTRODUCED Peai- one amongst

latest-keeping varieties, and of surpassing

merit. We are indebted for the possession of it

to Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth, wlio for many
years, has paid especial attention to the new varieties of conti-

nental Pears, and their cultivation as dwarf or miniature trees.

He says the new Belgian Pears, raised by the late Major Espe-

ren, of INIahnes, are likely, for the present, to be the most valu-

able for prolonging the season of rich melting Pears
; and of these

Bergamotte d’Esperen, Susette de Bavay, Josephine de Malines,

and Beurre Brettonneau, are especially deserving of notice, hav-

ing the excellent quality of ripening slowly.

It is worthy of remark, that Major Esperen was an old officer

in the army of Napoleon, who turned his sword into a pmning-
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knife, and devoted the latter part of his life to the culture of finit

trees ; more particularly to the raising of Pears from seeds, and

his efforts have been crowmed with success. This reminds us of

Eoman generals, who where called from their quiet pursuits of

iigriculture to the battle or the dictatorship
;
and on their return

as conquerors, gladly resumed their wonted labours; never omit-

ting to enrich themselves and their country, by carrying home
from the conquered nations, such plants and seeds as were new to

them, or valuable.

Tins Pear, which is perfectly green till the latter end of the

year, ultimately puts on a complete coat of smooth dark russet,

and continues quite firm in texture till March, when it begins

to be slowly and gradually ameliorated; and in April and May
becomes melting, juicy, and delicious. Its eye is small, and

scarcely sunk below the surface ; stem short, issuing from a

level surface. Its flesh is greenish near the skin, till very ripe ;

when it becomes white
; is fine from grit, sweet, and, as we have

said, of fine flavour.

Pear-trees, grafted on Quince stocks, and trained as pyrami-

dal dwarf trees, for garden culture, are very generally grown in

France and Belgium; and, from the readiness with which they

come into bearing ; the pleasure, the profit, and the continual

interest they excite, both in bloom and fruit ;
and being available

in the garden or shrubbery, they are beginning to obtain more

e.xtonsive attention in this country. The old style of espalier

training is passing away; and as the newly-introduced superior

Pears of our continental neighbours become known, and duly

appreciated, so will their cultivation rapidly increase.

The Bergamotte d’Esperen has proved, in this country, a pro-

lific bearer, as a pyramidal tree, when grafted on the Quince
;

and is more hardy than most of the Belgian varieties. Although

possessed of this valuable quality, it merits the advantage of wall

training; which, doubtless, would add to the beauty of its fruit.
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dmerence ol opinion exists, amongst po-

i
mologists, respecting the progressive natural

I decay of Apple-trees, in proportion to the time
' that has passed since their origin, individually,

from seed. The Eibstone Pippin is generally

considered to be approaching a state of decrepi-

tude. It must not he forgotten, as we have previously explained,

that a tree propagated from a graft, is still a part of the original

tree, and inherits much of its infiiTnities, whether from age or

otherwise
; and certain it is, that trees of this variety, now pro-

pagated from grafts will not continue in healthy gi-owth a third

of the number of years that usually belong to a seedling tree.

A renovation, for a few years, is obtained by gi’afting it on a

fresh stock, or even by re-grafting the same stock with the same
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variety. Wc have an instance of the latter in the Ribstone Pippin
itself. An old tree of this variety, about thirty years old, became
cankered and almost worthless. It was headed down, leaving

each main arm a foot and a half in length from the trunk, and
in each of these, grafts of its own variety were inserted, which
have grown vigorously, for ten years, fonning a fine head, and
bearing freely

;
exhibiting, however, symptoms of canker, al-

though at present they are but slight ;
still they indicate that in

twenty more years the health of the tree will be destroyed.

Under the considerations here stated, we recommend the Rib-

stone Pippin for small early-bearing trees, but notforpeimanent
orchard standards.

The quality of this Apple is proverbially first-rate
;
and its

history has been a matter of some interest. The tree which has

generally been admitted as the original one, grew in Ribstone

Park, in Yorkshire
;
having there been raised from seed, as

tradition says, about the year 1070, and in its old age and decay,

in 1818, received the marked attention of its then proprietor.

Sir Henry Goodricke. In 1835, what was left of the old head
of the tree, which had long been broken down, and was supported

horizontally, died, leaving only the original stump of the tinnk,

not a foot in height ;
whilst a side shoot or offset by its side,

which was cai’efully preserved, and, we believe, is so to the present

time, by Joseph Dent, Esq., its present proprietor.

This Apple should be universally known ; and, although it

cannot be preseiwed to a great age, it becomes productive at

an early period, and may be preserved for a sufficient length

of time to render it worthy of attention.

Our drawing was taken of this Apple in March, at which
time it was of fine flavour, but inferior to that which it pos-

sessed before Christmas. In forai it is somewhat lobed
; its e3’e

with a converging calyx, in a rather irregular basin ; stalk,

short
;
colour, greenish yellow, with some slight dots and pen-

cillings of dull red, nearly all over it, but strongly so marked
on the sunned side. Its flesh is yellow, crisp, juicy, sugary, and
possessing a delicious aromatic flavour, and, in the estimation

of most persons, surpassed by none.

Although this fine fruit may be kept tiU spring, it cannot then

be said to possess its superior flavour undiminished. It bears

well as a standard in all parts of England, but loses some of its

flavour in the north, unless assisted by a wall. As a dwarf, on
paradise stocks, it is very productive, and makes a handsome tree.

000*0
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ANY of our horticultural friends, especially those

who take an interest in the growth of the newly-

im introduced Belgian Peal's, will have observed that

the Messrs. Paul, nurseiTinen, of Cheshunt, e.\-

^T hibited, at the Horticultural Society's rooms, in

the month of Januaty, a collection of fifty Apples and ten Pears.

A portion of the latter, IMessrs. Paul obligingly forwarded to us,

and the Susette de Bavay, now published, is one of them. This

variety was cursorily mentioned at No. 04, and proves to be of

fine quality, and a good keeper.

Mr. William Paul informs us that the tree was received at the

Cheshunt nursery, through a French correspondent; that it is

gi'afted on a Peai'-stock, thrives exceedingly, has the reputation

of being very hardy ; and is equally suited for standards, pyra-

mids, or espaliers, on either Pear or Quince stocks. It is another

of those Pears mentioned as having been raised by an old French
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officer of Napoleon's army, avIio took up, when war had exhausted

its powers, the peaceable occupation of propagator of seedling

fruit-trees, and better serving his country and mankind.

The eye of this Pear is placed in a small, narrow, plaited de-

pression ; and its short stem in a narrow cavity. In colour it

is of golden yellow, much beset with mssetty specks, and some-

times its surface wholly covei'ed by a smooth cinnamon msset.

Its flesh is whitish, somewhat coarse-grained, half-melting, juicy,

sweet, and grateful to the palate ; being tempered with a plea-

sant slight acid, and agreeable flavour. Our drawing was made
in February, but from the exposure, packing, and travelling of

the fruit, no fair chance was afforded us of testing how long it

would have kept under favourable circumstances.

The month of June is one that calls for the active attention of

the fruit grower. The horticulturists of fomier days used the

knife freely, but conceived it to be suitable only to winter use.

With the modems it has become an endeavour to prevent, as

much as is possible, necessity for its use at any season. By nib-

bing off superfluous buds, in the early part of the summer ; by

nipping off the points of luxuriant shoots, and repeating this

at intervals, throughout the summer, as occasion requires; and

by taking out nearly all that is useless whilst veiy young, little

work remains for the pruning knife during winter ; whilst the

vegetative powers of the tree are directed to the extension of

useful parts, instead of their being spent on superfluous wood,

that necessarily must to be cut away in winter.

Now that the young shoots of Pear-trees are five or six joints

long,, begin the reduction of all laterals that are not required for

the extension of the tree, to four joints
; crowded or superfluous

ones take completely away, or reduce to an eye or two. Observe,

that as trees grow most freely at the top, and often become bare

towards the base, this habit may be con'ected by shortening the

young shoots of one-third of the tree, from the top, early in June.

In a week afterwards, do the same with the centre third-part

;

and, at the end of another week, perform the same operation on

the lower third-part. This gradual restricting of the sap to the

lower portion of the tree will there impel an increased growth.

0-(S)-0



THE CASTLE FIPEIHo

HE name, “Castle Pippin,” we adopt to com-

memorate the origin of this Apple on a now
peaceful spot, on the brink of the Severn, where

Pomona has supplanted Mars, and horticulture

cari'ies life to man, where warfare introduced

but death. Barbarism brings the one, civili-

zation the other. Urso d’Abbitot came to England in the train

of William the Conqueror, and built a castle at Worcester, under

the veiy shadow of its venerable cathedral. Its cathedral still

stands, a monument of piety, daily encompassing the worshippers

of one ever-living God. Its castle, rased from the earth, almost

forgotten, its existence unneeded by the present generation.

Thus have changes been wrought in our mutable state of exist-

ence, working out the purposes of insciutable Providence. But,

to our immediate subject. This Apple was raised on the former

site of Worcester Castle, by Mr. Thomas Eaton, a bookseller, of

Worcester, who advanced himself by integrity and industry,

purchased the remains of the castle, levelled its ruins and its

hill, and now enjoys the peaceful occupation of cultivating its

site. Who will not but acknowledge that he is in a greater
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s

degi'ee benefitting his country, and better performing the duties

of life, with the spade and pruning-hook, than did his prede-

cessors, on the same spot, by wielding the sword and the spear.

Of the Castle Hill, mingled as it has been with historical in-

terest, we would gladly say more than space will permit. It was
an artificial mound, which, with its ditches, occupied upwards
of three acres ;

its summit eighty feet above the Severn, which

flowed at its base ; and it proved to be the depository of numerous
Roman coins, urns, and other ancient relics, which are now in

the possession of Mr. Eaton.

To Mr. Eaton, who has raised many seedling Apples, we are

obliged for the specimen from which our drawing was made.

It possesses beauty, both in its colouring and the regularity of

of its shape ; and is especially adapted for use in the dessert.

The original seedling tree, which is now but twelve or fourteen

years old, is of handsome growth, its branches almost erect, bark

clean and land ; and its present appearance indicates a decided

tendency to quick growth and a lofty habit. The Apple has an

eye large and open, in a moderately deep plaited bason ; its stalk

short, springing from a narrow cavity; skin yellow, finely specked,

and its sunned side of a clear’ but dullish red, gradually shading

into its yellow ground colour. Flesh white, smooth, crisp, juicy,

sweet, and pleasantly flavoured.

The Castle Pippin has the desirable property of continuing

sound till spring, our drawing having been made in April. Like

most other Apples, however, it wiU be found in its highest state

of perfection a month or two previously to the commencement of

its decay. The flavour of Apples and Pears should never be

judged of, if the least particle of decay has commenced in them.

The effect of decomposition in some varieties is especially erident

to the taste, a speck or two spreading fungus-like flavour through

their whole substance.

Little doubt can be entertained but this variety would suc-

ceed admirably if grafted on paradise stocks ; and thus treated

may form valuable dwarf pyramidal toes for gai’den culture,

being a prolific bearer, as well as handsome in shape
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ms Nectarine possesses properties quite dis-

^ tinct from those which are usual to all others.

The colour of its flesh, and its sugary richness

flavour, ai’e peculiar to itself; therefore the

garden of eveiT grower of this favourite description of summer

fmit should contain it. To John Williams, Esq., of Pitmaston,

is the country indebted for its origin ;
and this gentleman,

in a communication to the London Horticultural Society, in

1 830, mentions some particulars respecting it, which we will here

transcribe. He says,
—‘‘The yellow colour of its flesh will dis-

tinguish it from any of the old varieties
;
the flavour and aroma

are peculiar, and partake, in some degree, of the mixed taste and

smell of a Plum and a Nectarine ; it has none of the fine vinous

acid so much recommended in the pulp of the Old Roman and

Newington Nectarines, hut the admirers of rich saccharine fruits

will perhaps think it an acquisition, and deserving of culture.

It sprang from a stone of the Elruge, ripened in the fine season
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of 1815. The tree grows with gi'eat vigour on a south wall, and

affords large blossoms, resembling, in this respect, the White

Nectaiine, but the petals and stamina are of a much deeper red

tint.” The then secretary of the Horticultural Society, Joseph

Sabine, Esq., in a note appended to the above account, eulogises

the Pitmaston Nectarine, and considers it to be a valuable addi-

tion to our stock of fniits.

The high colouring of the flesh of this variety, combined with

the less prominent almond or pmssic acid flavour than is found

in most of the varieties of Peaches and Nectarines, has given

rise to an idea that it is of hybrid origin
;
partaking, in some

degi'ee, of the Apricot. This may not have been an impos-

sible circumstance
;

still it does not appear, by Mr. Williams's

communication, that any artificial fertilization was effected.

Such a mingling of qualities, as those of the Peach with the

Apricot or Plum, may possibly be productive of a verj' gi-atifying

combination
;
and we recommend to those who have the conve-

nience of so doing, to put such e.xperiment into practice. We
can scarcely doubt but that their alliance is sufficiently neai’

to admit of the union ;
and, although the almond-like flavour,

possessed by the Peach and Nectarine, is agreeable to most per-

sons, to others an amelioration of it would be veiy acceptable,

especially to those who think unnecessarily on the deleterious

qualities of prussic acid.

The Pitmaston Nectarine has gi'eat depth of colour on its

e.xposed side, and a rich deep yellow on its shaded side, with

streaks and spots uniting the e.xtreme tints. Its flesh is orange-

yellow, melting, and having a little red about the stone, from

which it separates easily. Very luscious, and of delicious flavour

when well ripened, which takes place usually in the early jiart

of September.
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IIE Apple here figured is, in some parts of

f England, but little known ;
and it is probable,

from descriptions which we have received of

it, that two varieties have been confounded

< under its name. The figure now published

will, it is hoped, assist in determining the

variety to which it should alone bo applied.

In the Horticultural Society's excellent Catalogue it is called

a kitchen Apple. For culinary pui-poses it is well suited, hut it

is also an excellent dessert fruit, and continues good till April.

A correspondent of the Gardeners' Chronicle— a resident ol

Nottingham, says “In this county, where it was originally raised,

the Bess Poole is considered a valuable table Apple, when almost

all others are gone by. It is certainly not a crisp Apple, but if

brought in good condition to the table (which requires little care)
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it is of an excellent flavour hei'e, as late as the month of May

;

and the tree is usually very productive, though not beginning to

bear at so early an age as many others. The late Mr. Pearson,

who had large orchards at Chilwell, near this plaoe, assured me
that he, one year, sold the pi'oduce of ten trees for a hundred

pounds
; so much were they esteemed in this county for the

dessert.” Grown on strong soil, such as prevails in Hereford-

shire, we can answer for its being of excellent flavour, and a

profitable Apple to the orchardist ; for if not wanted as pot fruit,

as, by growers, the best sorts are called, from their being sold by

the pot measure of five pecks, it is valuable as a cider Apple.

In a cultivated mind, for the mind hungers by being fed,

there is always anxiety to have correct information respecting the

origin of names, and consequently those of either flowers or fruits

— information to which we have always given especial atten-

tion. When, for the first time, the name of a flower is heard,

if its meaning be not self evident, how very naturally follows

the inquiry, “What is the meaning of such a name?” Bess

Poole may excite such an inquiry, and the Rev. Mr. Bree, of

Allesley, here steps in to our assistance. He says, “The Bess

Poole is much used in this district. There has been much con-

troversy about the origin of its name, some calling it Best Poole,

others Bell Poole, or Powe
;
whereas, in fact, it took its name

from one Elizabeth Poole, in whose garden it was raised.” This

is quite conclusive respecting the name in question
;
and if Eli-

zabeth was instrumental to the propagation of the Apple, she

deserv'es that her existence be thus honourably commemorated.

The shape of the Bess Poole is not common, its size towards

the eye being so much less than at the base. The eye is small,

in a narrow bason, and suri'ounded by five little spherical promi-

nences. Its stem sometimes free, but more frequently connected

with the side of its cavity by a fleshy protuberance, as shown in

the engraving. Its yellow ground colour is finely specked and

striped with bright red on its sunned side ; and its flesh white,

tender, juicy, sweet, and possessing a fine spicy flavour.
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ERE we to question the intelligence or the in-

clustt^' of Englishmen, when brought into com-

parison with the inhabitants of other countries,

|)
few of our readers would willingly admit a de-

iency of either ;
yet it cannot be denied, that to foreign coun-

es we are indebted for nearly all of our best desseit Apples,

;ars. Plums, and wall-fmits. That we should depend on
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Furthermore, as we are indebted, in the main, to generations

that have gone before us for the fruits that we possess, we should

each of us, as opportunity presents itself, give our assistance to

the production of new varieties, for the benefit of those gener-

ations which are to succeed us.

The Rushock Pearmain is a truly English Apple, having been

raised somewhat before the year 1820, by Charles Tayler, a

blacksmith, residing at Rushock, in the county of Worcester.

Charles was considered, by his neighbours, to be curious in his

garden, which he pretty well filled with fruit trees ;
and the

seedling Apple of his raising, which we now figure, is not unfre-

quently known as Charles’s Pearmain. It is a variety highly

esteemed by the Birmingham fruiterers, and bears a higher

price than any other Apple cultivated in the district lying be-

tween Worcester and Birmingham, where alone it is known to

Apple growers.

It is amongst the very best of long-keeping varieties. With

careful presen-ation, it may be brought to table with the early

Apples of summer, retaining its crispness and original pleasant

freshness of flavour. In shape it is handsome and uniform, with

a large eye in a shallow bason. The lobes of the calyx usually

shrink or fall off, leaving the eye quite open. Stem short and

thick, not projecting beyond the Apple. Its skin is orange-yel-

low, almost entirely covered with a cinnamon russet, between

the flakes of which, a deep orange brown shines out on the ex-

posed side, and gives the Apple a rich appearance. Its flesh is

yellowish white, exceedingly firm, sweet, and well flavoured

;

with a slight, but by no means unpleasing, astiingency.

This Apple proves to be of good quality as a cider Apple, as

well as a dessert frait ;
but is of second-rate quality for culinary

purposes. The tree has healthy growth, and is a regularly free

bearer.



SHAKSFEME AFFEE

S ITE very name of Shakspere is interesting to

j
Englishmen

; and the Apple we now make

* known becomes the more interesting from the

fact that, like the great dramatist himself, it

- - owns Stratford-on-Avon for its birth-place.

Several years ago, before we had thought of publishing finits,

we were favoured with Apples of this variety, by Thomas Hunt,

Esq., of Stratford-on-Avon; and, bearing in mind its superior

quality, we lately applied for, and were generously supplied with,

specimens of it by W. 0. Hunt, Esq., who succeeded to his

father’s gardens. At the same time we were anxious to obtain

information of its origin. Mr. Hunt states that he has heard

his father mention that he had raised it ,from seed, and he

believes from that of his favourite, the “Duke of Gloucester,” an
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SHAKSPERE APPLE.

Apple that was raised by Dr. Fry, of Gloucester, from a seed of

the Old Nonpareil.

The Shakspere Apple has a less attractive exterior than the

majority of good dessert Apples, being quite green till late in the

season, when it assumes a somewhat yellowish tint. Its eye is

small, the sepals of which generally continue perfect, and rather

open
;
sunk in a narrow and somewhat irregular bason. Its

stem is short, thin, and issues from a deepish narrow cavity.

Its skin, at Christmas, becomes of yellowish green colour, finely

specked all over; its exposed side assuming a slight reddish

brown, further stained by slightly-visible irregular deeper-co-

loured short stripes or blotches. Its flesh is greenish yellow,

firm, crisp, juicy, and brisk-flavoured ; retaining the briskness

of fresh-gathered frait, with a pleasant sweetness, and vinous

flavour.

Although the Shakspere Apple was not raised directly from

the Old Nonpareil, it bears presumptive evidence of its indirect

descent from that variety, both in its outward appearance, and

in the quality of its flesh. There is no Apple from which it

seems more desirable to propagate seedlings, than the Non-

pareil; for, notwithstanding its having been an inhabitant of

our gai'dens and orchards for more than two hundred years, and

numerous seedlings having been raised from it— many of great

excellence, still none possess all the superior characteristics of

this universal favourite.



HIGHEI.L'S MATCETEEgS,

he name of Hignell, as an industrious or-

chardist, has, for many years, been -well known
in the northern part of Gloucestershire, he hav-

resided at Tewkesbury. He raised numei’-

ous seedlings of Apples, Pears, Potatoes, &c. ;

and thereby may be looked back upon as a

praiseworthy contributor to the advancement of that portion of

horticulture to which he was attached. He died in 1849; but

some of his productions will long exist to perpetuate his name.

The Apple which we now publish was raised from seed by

him, which, according to his own statement, was sown in 1825,

and came into bearing at ten years old. He placed a very high

estimate on its qualities, as a dessert Apple, and felt no little

gratification in the possession, as he expressed himself, of a

fruit superior to any produced by his neighbours. Some allow-

ance must generally be made for “parental partiality;” itis,

however, deserving of cultivation, and it should not be forgotten

by those who plant for the benefit of future generations, that

the tree is really a “young” one; and being now healthy, is



hignell’s matchless.

likely to continue in undiminished vigour for its “three score

years and ten,” Mr. Knight’s alleged age, in healthy growth, of

most varieties of Apples.

As this theory of the late ingenious and talented" horticultur-

ist, Thomas Andrew Knight (whose memory can but be revered

by every one who knows either him or his works), is, in the

main, admitted by pomologists as correct, it becomes most im-

portant that newly-raised varieties should be chosen for plant-

ing. Cankered trees are the certain result of planting old

decrepit sorts. Young stocks afford them no permanent reno-

vation.

At the present moment—March, Hignell’s Matchless Apple

is quite firm and handsome, for the dessert, and may be kept

another month, or longer. The dried calyx is not unfrequently

lost from the circumference of its eye, which gives it the

appearance of being rather large; and it is placed in a shallow,

slightly-lobed, depression. In shape the fruit is variable, being

sometimes round, as our dramng, and sometimes smaller to-

ward the eye, and more straight sided; but its stem appears to

be constant in its shape, as depicted.

Its external colour a dull yellow, reddened on the sunned

side, and having specks and pale russet slightly scattered over

its entire surface. Flesh yellowish, firm, crisp, juicy, sweet, and

pleasantly flavoured, without any prominent peculiarity.

The tree, says Mr. HigneU, is of upright free growth, very

healthy, and suitable to grow as a Dwarf or Standard, but it

has never been tried on quince stocks.

With this Apple we close the present series of the Botakic •

Garden and Fruitist; but with a re-print of the work (issued

at a reduced price) a succession of useful hardy garden fruits,

will be given ; and we shall hope to bring before our friends

many new, and yet unpublished, varieties, for the benefit of

those who, in a spirit of philanthropy, plant for future genera-

tions as well as themselves.
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